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Foreword

T

The Govemment of Kiribati is frnV aware of the
responsibility it is entmsted with regarding the
proper management of its nanrral resources to en-
sure *re long-term viabiliry of tlris small island nation.
For many generations traditional management of the
resources ensured a plentiful rypply of the marine
life that the I-Kiribati people rely on in their everyday
life. The changes that are occurring in Kiribati life-
style and the movement towards Westem-oriented
materialism will place increasing and intensifying
demands on tfie environment and nanrral resources.
The Government ofKiribati has endeavoured to keep
pacewith that change through the development and
implementation of appropriate environmental man-
agement practices.

It is in this context that the government,
through the development of its National Develop
ment Plan 1992-1995, has committed itself ro rhe
implementation of ecologically sustainable devel-
opment practices. It is the intention of this govern-
ment, through the establishment of the
Environment Unit and the Task Force on the
Environment, to ensure that the functioning of all
government departments takes into account the
importance of ecologically sustainable develop
ment, and takes into consideration consenation of
the natural and culturd environment within the
decision-making process.

The development and preparation of the
National Environmental Management Strategy
(NEMS) has been a model of cooperation berween
the South Pacific Regional Environment Pro
gramme (SPREP), the Governmenr of Kiribati, and
the community. Through the NEMS prepararory
seminars and reviews, a range of environmental
issues facing Kiribati were brought forward through
generous and thoughful discussion. Issues identi-
fied by the participants at the workshops as requir-

ing action are those issues which the NEMS has
addressed in is goal of sustainable development.

There are a number of key elements of the
NEMS that the government has identified as re-
quiring immediate attention: the introduction of
Environmental Impact Assessment, the develop
ment of national environment legislation, and
the conservation of 

. 
Kiribati's precious marine

resources. These elements establish the starting
point for ecologically sustainable development in
Kiribati, and it will be in these areas that govern-
ment will focus is attention.

In order to achieve these aims, the NEMS has

developed a range of programmes that set out in
some detail the speci-fic requirements necessary to
address the range of environmental issues thathave
been identified. It is hoped that the implementa-
tion of the NEMS,whichwillbe the nextm4ior task,

will be carried out with the generous assistance of
the multilateral and bilateral donors who have the
technical and managerial skills to assist Kiribati in
its task, and in particular with national capacity
building.

The Government of Kiribati would like to
thank SPREP for its role in developing the NEMS
and looks forward to a continuing close associ-

ation. The development of NEMS projects in other
Pacific Island nations will ensure that Kiribati de-
velops strong regional environment-based affili.
ations that will be of benefit to Kiribati and to the
entire Pacific region.4-
TiwauAwira
Minister of Enoironmmt
and Natural R.esou.rczs Dnelopmmt
Republic of Kiribati
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Message from UNDP

UNDP's Environmental Strategy and Action Plan
focuses on supporting governments in integrating
environmental considerations into their develop
ment plans. fu part of its effort to aid govemments
in their purzuit of sustainable development, IINDP
provides environmental management guidelines
that can be applied to all programmes and project
cycles.

In this regard, UNDP is proud to be associated
with the preparation of National Environmental
Management Strategies (NEMS) in seven Pacific
Island countries. This was carried out through an
institution-building project designed to enhance
the capacity of the South Pacific Regional Environ-
ment Prograrune (SPREP) to service its mandate
from member governments of the South Pacific
Commission for environmental assessment and
management.

Under this project, UNDP provided SPREP
with legal and financial consultants to working
groups charged with guiding SPREP to institu-
tional independence, a strategy consultant to for-
mulate its long-term corporate plan, and an
environmental management specialist to oversee
the development of NEMS in seven countries.
UNDP furthersupported the United Nations Con-
ference on Environment and Development
(UNCED) process by providing funds not only for
Pacific regional workshops, but also for airfares
and subsistence allowances to enable participation
by Pacific Island governments and NGOs in the
UNCED Preparatory Committee meetings.

UNDP is also currently planning a follow-up
programme which will focus on building capacity
in fifteen countries of the Pacific region for the
implementation and mainstreaming of the NEMS
process in national development efforts-

Economic development strategies in any

country must be compatible with environmental
goals: the challenge is knowing how to do this.
However, making choices and decisions that will
evennrally promote environmentally sound devel-

opment requires understanding how the environ-
ment functions; identifting what needs to be done
to protect, conserve, enhance and preserve it on a
long-term basis; and linking national objectives
with environmental m:rnagement activities.

The National Environmental Management
Strategies facilitate the making of such choices and
decisions through a participatory process which
brings together government departments, non-
government organisations, and communities in a
spirit of inclusiveness and social integrarion.

LINDP therefore applauds the timely publi-
cation of the National Environmental Manage-
ment Strategy for Kiribati. This document will
undoubtedly provide a further stimulus to the
integration of environmental considerations into
the national process to ensure the planning and
m:rnagement of development in a sustainable
[ranner.

Anthony R. Patten
Residmt Repramtatiue
United Nations Development Programme
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Messoge from SPREP

We Pacific Islanders share a common aspiration for
economic development and improved living stand_

-. ards for our people. However, we are aware that this
development cannot be at ttre cost of the environ_
ment. We have lived in close harmony with our
island environment for thousands of yean and we
are well aware of its importance to our way of life.
We face the complex challenge, in common with
many other countries of the world, of achieving
economic development in a way which will not
significantly affect our environment. This major
challenge must be addressed if our pacific way of
life is to survive.

The preparation of National Environmental
Management Straregies (NEMS) in several pacific
Island counrries has been a major tool in add.ress.
ing these issues. This undertaking was made
possible through the generous financial assistance

which aims to identify Kiribati's mqior environ_
mental issues and the priority environmental pro
granmes required to address them. The emphasis

of the United Nations Development programme .
(UNDP). This assistance is gratefi:lly acknowl I_edged. ^rLs rs Brralcrrrrry acKrlowl- 

Me
The Kiribati National Environmental Manage- \{

ment straregy (NEMS) is a practical document vili A. Fuavao

has been on ownership of the NEMS by the govern_
ment and the people of Kiribati. T)re process which
has resulted in the preparation of the NEMS has
involved many participants and has been directed
by a National Task Team, comprising relevant gov_
ernment and nongovernment organisations in
Kiribati.

The NEMS process has proved a mosr useful
vehicle for raising awareness of environmental
issues. However, the success of the NEMS exercise
will ultimately bejudged by its implementarion. If
the NEMS document sits on a shelf and gathers
dust, then the exercise has failed.

SPREP looks forward to working with Kiribati
an{ with other regional and international organ_
isations in the implementarion of tJle NEMS.

Director

South Pacific Regional
Environment Programme
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Gloss ory

Kriboti words

maneaba Village meeting hall.

te bun Ark shell.

te bwabwai Giant swamp taro.

unimane Elder men.

General

algae Non-flowering, stemless water-plant, especially seaweed and phytoplankton.

aquacultrne The farming of marine or freshwater plants and animals'

balance Earnings from exports compared with overall spending on imports.
of papnents
bilateml and Bilateral aid or trade agreements are made between two govemments or
multilateral organisations. Multilaterd agreements are made between more than two countries

)r organrsauons.

biodiversitv 
lHnT:?;:flHT,T.l,T'fr1:iHtri";ilffi:lH:Hffi*Jl"'n,
sPecies.

ciguatera Fish poisoning.

conservation 
Hxffi'*TH,THl:;ii:?:S;;tHhl"rT::H,rHJ,T:';l'.'j. ""0aspirations of future generations.

consumption Spending on everyday items, for example, food, petrol, rent, clothing etc.

deforestation . Clearing oftrees or forest.

degradation The result of poor resource use which pollutes, damages or reduces the quality of
resources available to future generations.

demography Measures of change in size and age structure of a population.

disclinax Vegetation which has established itself in an unstable habitat.

disturb€d Change in the natural order as the result of human activiries or climatic change.

ecology Branch of biologywhich deals with the relation of plants and animals to their
envrronment.

economic growth The increase in the value of goods and services produced in a country, usually
measured over a year.

xiv
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ecosystem A community of plans and animals and the environment they inhabit.

I effluent A liquid flow.

endangered species Species that are in danger of extinction.

. endemic An animal or plantwhich is found only in one region or country and is not present
naturally in any other part of the world.

snvirsnment All the living and non-living thirp in a particular place or on the earth generally,
and the way they interact or work together.

erosion The wearing away of the earth's surface (for example, soil) by the action of water,

i *ind etc.

' , fauna Animals.

flora Plants.

I Sreenhouse effect The trapping of the sun's warrnth in the lower atmosphere of the earth caused by
an increase in carbon dioxide due to increased pollution. Carbon dioxide is more
transparent to solar radiation than to the reflected radiation from the earth.

I g-ss domestic The money value of all goods and services produced in a country. This value is used
product to measure a country's national income over a year.

I SToundn'ater Water found in soil or in the pores and crevices in rock.
I guano Build up of bird droppings in places inhabited by large colonies of sea birds.

habitat The natural home of a plant or animal species.
;

I heritage A nation's historic buildings, monuments, places etc., especially when regarded as

worthy of preservation.

bydrological Relating to water, whether surface water in rivers or groundwater available in wells.
' indigenous Something that originally occurred in a particular area.

infrastructure The basic structural foundations of a society or enterprise. Also refers to basic

, f"cilities such as roads, airports, electricity and communication systems.

introduced species A species which does not naturally occur in a particular :rrea but rather has been
brought in from outside.

, inves ent Spending on projects or activities which are expected to provide long-term benefit.
natural nesource A naturally occurring stock or supply which can be used to help meet human needs

and wants.

neap tides Tides which occur during the second aqdfourth quarters of the moon.

nutrient A substance providing essential nourishment*fur the maintenance of life.
ozone layer A layer of ozone in the stratosphere which absorbs most of the sun's ultraviolet

radiation.

pelagic fish Fish that live in the open ocezuo rather than close to shore.

permeable Able to be penetrated, for example, by water.

pesticide Chemical that kills unwanted organisms.

primary sector Activities relating to agriculture, fishing, forests, mining etc.

private sector Activities and enterprises run by individuals or groups on a profit-making basis.

, public sector Activities and enterprises run by government.

resource A stock or supply which can be used to help meet human needs and wants.
ruderal vegetation Vegetation growing on rubbish heaps or waste places.

I sediment, , Matterwhich settles ro the bottom of a liquid.
sedimentation

XY
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Executive summory

Background to the NEMS

The consultation process is vital to the develop
ment of any management strategy where its im-
plementation is dependent on the action of
individuals and communities. The process to de.
velop this National Environmental Management
Strategy has been one of consultation and con-
sensurseeking.

It involved a number of steps including reviews
of environmental education and environmental
legislation in Kiribati, the conduct of national semi-
nars (involving NGOs, church groups, and other
community leaders) and the preparation of the
Kiribati State of the Environment Report (Wilson
1994). As well, much information here on the natu-
ral and human-made environmenthas been'taken
from the Kiribati country report prepared for
UNCED (Thaman et al. 1992), the environment
sector review undertaken by the Asian Develop
ment Bank (ADB f993) and the Kiribati National
Development Plans (Sixth and Seventh) (Republic
of Kiribati 1993). The NEMS document has also
been thoroughly reviewed by the Kiribati Task
Force on the Environment (KTFE) and has been
endorsed by Cabinet for implementation.

In order to be successfirl, a National Environ-
mental Management Strategy must also be formu-
lated in the context of the overall natural,
sociocconomic, cultural and political environ-
ment. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview of the
Republic of Kiribati in terms of its location and size,

climate, land and sea resources, culture and his-
tory people, government, resource ownership and
'economic development. It is not the intention to
reproduce here the detailed information con-
tained in the country report for UNCED or the
State of the Environment Report. Chapter2 simply
highlights the key issues which are necessary for an

understanding of the discussion of strategies and

programmes for addressing maj or environmen tal

concerns. The key issue raised here is that of a
resource base which is limited and vulnerable -
thr:s the need for government to lead by example
in setting Kiribati on a more sustainable path to
development.

Overall country goors

The broad objective of the Kiribati governmentfor
the environment sector is "to achieve an environ-
mentally sustainable development and better
quality of life". Specifically, this calls for govern-
ment to:

(l) manage and plan for ecologically sustainable

development and conservation of coastal

areas, habitats and resources;

(2) develop and implement coastal planning and
management;

(3) improve administrative :rrrangements and
legislation;

(4) control pollution and have an effective waste

management system;

(5) suengthen the capability of national
insdrutions to ca.rry out pollution and
monitoring and research;

increase knowledge and understanding of
Kiribati's resources and environmenL and

improve policies, methods and technical
advice on environment issues.

Overview of Proposed strotegies
ond prcrgratnmes

The NEMS document discusses possible envrron-
mental management strategies to achieve these

(6)

(7)
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national goals, particularly the goal of sustainable
development. There is some emphasis on biodiver-
sity conservation in these strategies, but clearly the
focus is on the sustainable use of species or ecosys-
tems. Overall, the NEMS aims to provide a longer-
term view of a range of suategies and programmes
through which Kiribati may achieve sustainable
development.

However, the Kiribati NEMS must in som€ re-
spects be viewed as a snapshot in time, and changes
in circumstances will surely modiS this snapshot.
Certainly, the number of programmes and actions
suggested for government consideration is in-
dicative of the broad range of possible strategies for
addressing the goals of the Kiribati NEMS.

The list of programmes presented in this docu-
ment has been derived from the same consultative
process which developed the NEMS. They have
been considered and endorsed by the Kiribati Task
Force on the Environment and Cabinet. However,
itmust be emphasised that policy decisions regard-
ing priorities for strategies and programmes are
rightly matters for government, and any suggee
tions relating to prioritisation made in this NEMS
document should be viewed in that light.

NE/|4S broad objectives

The strategies for attaining sustainable develop
ment in Kiribati are presented in this document
under five broad objectives.

I Objective I - Integracing environmental
considera[ions into economic development
(Chapter 3)

t Objective2 - Improving environmental
awareness and education (Chapter 4)

t Objective 3 - Development and prorecr,ion
of the resource base (Chapter 5)

O Objective 4 - Improving waste management
and pollution control (Chapter 6)

a Objective 5 - Balanced development,
planned urbanisation and lower population
growth rates (Chapter 7)

I ntegrati ng e nviron ment al co nsiderotions
into economic develop,ment
(Objective I)
To achieve sustainability of resource use and
environmental conservation, it is necessary to inte-
grate environmental safeguards into economic de-
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cision making. This has been recognised through-
out the world and the region, and was one of the
recurring themes at rhe NEMS seminars held in
Thrawa inJune andJuly 1993. There are a number
of steps which can be taken immediately on a
national level to ensure such integration. These
could be carried out under five strategies for
proper environmental management.
(l) Adopt an integrared approach to

environmen tal policy and planning.
(2) Submit proposed policies, development

programmes and projects to Environmental
Impact Assessment.

(3) Introduce a comprehensive framework of
national and local environmental law
together with means for enforcement which
are socially acceptable and culturally sensitive.

(4) Review adequacy of instirutional mechanisms
and administrative controls and strengthen

- 
them as necessary.

(5) Instinrte resource pricing in national
accounts and other economic policy for
achieving sustainability.

These strategies, and the programmes associ-
ated with them, are outlined in detail in Part 3.

I mproving e nvlronmentol oworen ess
and education (Objective 2)

Effective long-term environmental m2n2gsrnsnl
will require an informed and supportive public.
This has been a recurring theme in the seminan
held during the preparatory phase of the NEMS. A
number of areas for improvement have been iden-
tified. In the formal secror there is a need to fully
integrate environmental topics in the school system
by increasing their relevance, their inclusion in
examination subjects, and improving teachers'
ability and confidence to use rhem.

In the area of non-fcrrmal education and public
awareness, there is a need for the development and
use of audiovisual materials. There is also a need
to make more use of NGOs (including church
groups) and island councils in awareness raising
programmes, given their extensive contacts with
the community.

A key obstacle in promoting sustainable devel-
opment is the lack of real-life experience in sustain-
able resource-use practice. Thus, there is the need
to revive and integrate into educational systems
those aspects of I-Kiribati traditional knowledge
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and resource management systems which sustained

human populations on such a Iimited environment
for centuries.

Development and Protection of the
resource bose (Objective 3)

Because Kirib3ti's terrestrial resources are limited
with lan d itself the scarcest resource of all, I-Kiribati
are conscious of the continued need for resource

protection. The govemment has also initiated
many programmes directed towards sound
resource conservation and preserrtalion, within the

capacity of its resources. Emphasis in this environ-

mental management objective will focus on the
following issues.

(l) Global warming and sea-level rise

(2) Technical data/information on the resource

base

(3) Unsustainable development practices

(4) Agricultural quarantine
(5) Energy conservation

The need to promote the sustainable develop
ment. of each of the key physical resources fterres-
trial and marine) is also discussed.

lmproving woste manogement
ond pollution control (Objective 4)

One of Kiribati's major concerns is to improve the
management of waste and the control of pollution,
particularly in South Thrawa where about 23,112 or
32 per cent of the total population live. With zuch

limited space and a vulnerable resource base

(limited soils, narrow water lens, well used lagoons
and exposed foreshores), there is concern that if
nothing is done to dispose of solid waste and sew-

age properly, the degradation of the environment
will become of critical concern. The strategies sug-

gested to achieve this objective are as follows.

(1) Improved managementand disposal of solid
waste and sewage

(2) Control of hazardous chemicals
(3) Control of marine pollution
(4) Commitment to international pollution

control

Bal a nced develop m ent, pl ann ed
urbonisotion and lower populotion
growrth rttes (Obiective 5)

One of the problems highlighted in this NEMS

document is Kiribati's high rates of population
growth (2.4 per cent annuallY) ana the imbalance
in its distribution, with about 96 per cent living in
the Gilbert Group, and one''third of the total popu-
lation located on the tiny islets of South Tarawa.

The problems associated with such a large and
unevenly distributed population in a country like

Kiribati are enortnous, given the very limited land
resource base. The govemment, in recognition of
the problem, has responded with two far-sighted

policies: itis givinghigh priority to familyplanning;
and it is actively encouraging the resettlement of
families from South Thrawa and other areas of the

Gilbert Group to the Northern Line Islands.

Strategies to achieve a population/urbanisa-
tion objective would include one on the develop
ment of a national population policy; one to
promote balanced (that is, more decentralised)

development; and another to improve control over

urbanisation. These are naturally interrelated and

must be implemented accordinglY'

lmplementotion

The most appropriate body to manage the im-

plementation of the NEMS is the Kiribati Task

Force on the Environment (KTFE). This was origi-
nally set up to oversee the preparation of the Kiri-
bati country report for UNCED and has since been

formally established to consider policy guidelines
on environmental issues. The KfFE has been
divided up into smaller operational committees to
focus on sep:uate strategies of the NEMS which
means that it will be more oPerational and effec-

tive. The KTFE could also have an advisory role to
Cabinet and could continue rePorting to the
Minister for Environment and Natural Resources
Development.

One of the most important functions of the

KTFE is to ensure that funding is sought through
the IflTE Secretariat (Environment Unit) in time for
proposed implementation, and to ensure that review

of progress of the NEMS takes place regularly.

xix
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Chopter I

lntroduction

I .l WhV o Notion al Environmental
Management Strotegy?

General
Environmental strategies are the means for pro-
moting sustain able devel opment throu gh the in te
gration of economic developmentwith conservarion
and sustainable use of resources. According to Car-
ing fm tlu Earth: A Stratzg for Srctainablz Living
(IUCN/UNEP/WWF l99l), successfrrl strategies
have four components:

I consultationandconsensus-building
t database development and analysis

I policy formulation
I action plans and implementation.

The consultation process is vital to the develop

ment of any management strategy where its im-
plementation is dependent largely on the action of
individuals and communities. At the end of the
consultation process, there must be consensus on
what to do and how to do it; without consensus,
strategies will be ineffective, for there will be no
sense of ownenhip, and without ownership com-
pliance is unlikely to be achieved. This is parricu-
larly true of an egalitarian and consensus-minded
society like Kiribati. The most realistic strategy,
then, in terms of compliance, is one derived in part
from a wide participatory process of problem re-
cognition, planning, and policy formulation.

\--
Informotion needs
Effective strategies are built on facrs (IUCI{/
UNEP/WWF 1991). In order to formulare policies

Drying coconu6.
(photo:CroigWilson)
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and actisn plans, inforrnation is needed about

people, the economy, natural resources and the

state of the environment, and about institutions,
laws and policies which Promote or obsrruct sur
tainable development' For such information to be

of use, it also has to be stored in a form that is

readily accessible and easily used and updated by

non-specialists.
There are many gaps in this sort of information

in the Pacific. But, given the urgent need for
policies to guide development in the region, deci-

sions could still be made on the basis of available

information, as long as policies and programmes

resulting from such decisions can be adjusted as

additional information becomes available, and pro
vided the initial decision does not result in irrepa-

rable environmental damage-

Strotegy bosis

The process to develop this overall strategy has

been one ofconsultation and consensus seeking' It
is based on the studies, consultations, reviews, and

other efforts that have gone-inqo the overall

National Environmental Management Srategies

(NEMS) process.

The Kiribati National Development Plans

(Sixth and Seventh), the country rePort prepared

for UNCED (Thaman et al. 1992), the environment

sector review undertaken by the Asian Develop

ment Bank (ADB 1993), the environmental legisla-

tion and education reviews undertaken by SPREP

as part of the NEMS process (Pulea & Farrier 1994;

Thylor 1994), the results of previous national work-

shops and seminars held in Tarawa, and the con-

tributions ofvarious people and agencies including
government departments, NGOS, church grouPs

and others have all influenced and guided the

drafting of this document, It has also been thor-

oughly reviewed by the Kiribati Task Force on the

Environment before being submitted to Cabinet

for government approval.

Policy issues

The development of appropriate action plans will
be carried out under the policy direction that en-

sures development is implemented on an environ-

mentally sustainable basis. The policy of sus"

tainable development is formally endorsed by gov-

ernment in its National Development Plan. The

government has also established an Environment

Unit within the Ministry of Environment and Natu-

ral Resources Development, and there is a proposal

for an overall Environment Action Plan'

However, there is currently no environment

legislation and no official national govemment

environment policy, and action plans and pro
grrmmes obviously should not be formulated in a

policy vacuum. Nevertheless, this NEMS exercise

has pointed to certain policy directions which the

gou"**.ttt and people of Kiribati are proposing

ind are likely to take, and the strategies and pro
grammes suggested here are a consfuctive steP

along those policy lines. The strategies and pro-

gt"**.t could be refined and different tactics will

pertraps.evolve as more information is available'

and as government formalises its environment

poticy.

1.2 The World
Conservation Strotegl

Globol conterrt
In 1980, the international organisations of the

World Conservation Union (ruCN), United Na-

tions Environment. Programme (UNEP) and the

World Wildlife Fund (now World Wide Fund for

Nature) (WWF) published the World Consenation

Strategy (WCS), which stated that consewation

could not be achieved globally without efforts to

alleviate the poverty and misery of millions of poor

people. Itwas argued that environmental degrada-

iion had brought about poverty for millions of
people, who in their attempts to survive caused

ir..th.t ecological damage, which in turn led to

more Poverty.
The message of the WCS was very clear: the

combined destructive impact of a poor majority

struggling to stay alive and an a{fluent minority

consuming most of the world's resources was prG

gressively reducing the planet's life+upporting ca-

pacity, and undermining the very means by which

all people can survive and flourish' To break this

vicious cycle, the WCS advocated the integration of

conservation and sustainable development, defin-

ing conservation as:

... the management of human use of the

biosphere so that it may yield the greatest

sustainable benefit to Present generations while

maintaining its potential to meet the needs and

aspirations of the future generations
(rucN/ LrNEP/WIWT 1980 ) -
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The WCS emphasised three objectives:

I essential ecological processes and

life+upport s)'stems must be maintained;

I genetic diversity must be presewed; and

t any use of species or ecosystems must be

sustainable.

In 1987, the report of the World Commission

on Environment and Development (WCED 1987)

was released, adding clarity and conviction regard-

ing the global interdependence between econ-

omics and environment. This was the same year

which saw the groundwork laid for the Earth Sum-

mit, the United Nations Conference on Environ-
ment and Development (UNCED) held in Rio de

Janeiro, Brazil, inJune 1992, and forwhich Kiribati
prepared a country report (Thaman et al. 1992).

In 1991, IUCN, UNEP and WWF published in
partnership Canngfor tlu Earth: A Strateg fm Sustain'

abl^e Liuing. The intention of the document was

",..to re-state current thinking about conservation

and development in a way that will inform and

encourage those who believe that people and na-

ture are worth caring about and that their futures
are intertwined" (IUCN/UNEP,/WWF 199f ).

The approach in this strategy document for
Kiribati is premised heavily on the conceptualisa-

tion and strategies contained in these two
IUCN/UNEP/WWF documents. In fact, some of
the strategies advocated by those two documents

are directly relevant to the Kiribati situation, and
have been adopted or adapted here.

1.3 Scope of the NEMS

The National Environmental Management
Strategy (NEMS) is a longer-term view of a range of
strategies and programmes through which Kiribati
may achieve sustainable developmenL There is
some emphasis on conservation of biodiversity, but
clearly the focus of the Kiribati NEMS is on the
sustainable use of species or ecosystems.

The Kiribati NEMS must in some respects be
viewed as one snapshot in time, and changes in
circumstances will surely modi$ this snapshot.
However, to the extent that the ideal sinration or
goals are clearly defined in this document, it is

unlikely that the main strategies, programmes or
tactics will vary greatly. Certainly, the number of
programmes and actions suggested for govern-
mentconsideration is indicative of the broadrange
of possible strategies for addressing the goals of the
Kiribati NEMS.

The list of specific programmes presented in
this document has been derived from the same

consultative process which developed the NEMS.

They have been considered and endorsed by the
Kiribati Task Force on the Environment and
Cabinet. However, it must be emphasised that pol-
icy decisions on priorities for strategies and pro
grammes are rightly matters for government, and
any suggestions retting to prioritisation made in
this NEMS docfmene-+hould be viewed in that
lighr



Chapter 2

The setting

2.1 Location and size

A National Environmental Management Strategy

must be formulated in the context of the overall

natural, socio'economic, cultural and political

environment in order to be successfirl' This chapter

provides abrief overview of the Republic ofKiribati
i.r ,"r-, of its location and size, clirndte*Land and

sea resources, culture and history people, govern-

ment, resource ownership and economic develop

ment.
It is not the intention to reproduce here the

detailed information contained in the country re-

port for the United Nations Conference on
-Enrironment 

and Development (Thaman et al'

1992) or in the State of the Environment Report

(Wilson 1994). Instead, *ris chapter will highlight

the key issues which are necessary for an under-

standing of the discussion of strategies and pro
gru--., for addressing major environmental

concerns.
The Republic of Kiribati is made up of 33 coral

islands and atolls located in the central Pacific' It
consists of three main island groups - the Gilbert

Group in the west, the Phoenix Group in the

centre, and the Northern and Southern Line

Islands to the east. The islands are extremely small

(total land area of 820 sq km), with an Exclusive

Economic Zone (EEZ) area of 3'5 million sq km

between 5'N and 1l'S and 170"E and 150"W'

The sea to land ratio is a staggering 4000:1 ' The

islands are isolated and fragmented, extending

some 3,870 km from Banaba on the west to Kiriti-

mati (Christmas Island) in the east; and 2,050 km

from Teraina (Washington Island) in the Northern

Line Islands to Flinr in the Southern Line Islands'

The land ancl ocean areas of Kiribati are dis-

uibuted throughout the three main island grouPs

as follows.

Table 2.1 Lond ond oceon oreos (sq 
'rlrl,)

Group l-and area Sea area

Gifbert GrouP 278 1,098'300

Phoenix GrouP 29 758'600

Line lslands 516 1,649'500

Source: MENRD records

The Gilbert Group consists of 17 small atolls or

limesbne islets, including Tarawa' The size of the

islands ranges from Tamana and Makin, with areas

of 4.t uttJ Z'g sq km, to Maiana, Abaiang and

Tabiteuea, with areas of 16'7, l?'5, and 37'6 sq km

respectively (Woodroffe & Mclean 1992)' Tarawa'

the most populous, has islets with an estimated area

of 31 sq km, extending over & km from-north to

south iU.t.utt 1989, cited in Woodroffe &

Mclean 1992). The Phoenix Group consists of

eight islands with a total land area of only 29 sq km'

All are low atolls with enclosed lagoons'

The Line Islands are made up of three north-

ern islands - Teraina (Washington), Tabueran

(Fanning) and Kiritimati (Christrnas) - and five

southern islands, with a total land area of 516 sq km

(or 62.7 per cent of total land)' Kiritimati, wift an

area of 363.7 sq km, is the largest island in Kiribati'

2.2 Climate

Kiribati is located in the dry belt of the equatorial

oceanic climate zone, with mean daily temPenr-

fures rangingfrom 26'C to 32"C,with the recorded

highs and lows being 22'C and 37oC respectively'

Annual rainfall is extremelyvariable, both annually

and between islands, with the annual average in the

Gilbert Group ranging from about 1,000 mm for
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the drier islands near the equator to 3,000 mm for
the wetter islands in the far north, and 2,024 mm
at Tarawa.

Rainfall in a good year in the Phoenix Group
ranges from 1,000 mm to 3,000 mm, while the Line
Islands vary from about 700 mm at Kiritimati ro

more than 4,000 mm atTeraina some 400 km away

to the north. Severe prolonged droughs, with as

little as 200 mm of rain per yeztr, are conunon,
particularly in the central and southern Gilbert
Group, on Banaba, the Phoenix Group and on
Kiritimati.

Winds between the north-east and south€ast
quadrant occur throughout the year and provide
some reprieve from the hot sun. During the drier
months from June to November, the winds are
generally from the southeast, while during the
wetter months of the 1'ear, December to May, the
winds are from the north and east. Strong winds,
showers and squalls occur from the north-west to
south-west quadrant. Tropical cyclones rarely form
within 5" either side of the equator. However, gale

force winds from the south-west and north some-
times occur when cyclonic systems develop in lati-
tudes greater than 5' north and south.

2.3 Lond resources

2.3., Woter

Apart from a number of landlocked salt-water la-
goons and salt pools, there are almost no surface
fresh-water resources on Kiribati. The only penna-
nent fresh-water resource is groundwater in the
form of a 'lens' of often slightly brackish fresh
water, hydrostatically 'floating' on the higher den-
siry salt water beneath the island. The height of the
lens above sea level and the level of salinity vary in
relation to the elevation, shape and width of islets,

the amount of water use, and rainfall which is the
only source of replenishment for the lens. There is

one fiesh-water lake on Teraina, and on Kiritimati
there are over 100 small saline lakes, some several

kilometres in diameter. Otherwise, freshwater sup
plies are limited in quantity and quality, and even
on the larger, wetter arolls, periods of water scarcity
do occur.

2.3.2 Soils

The atoll soils ofKiribati, possibly the most infertile
in the world, are young (3,000 to 4,000 yean old),
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shallow, alkaline, coarse-textured and, because of
their immaturity, similar to the coral limestone
parent material. They consist of layers of organic
material in varying thickness, coral sand and coral
fragments overlaying a limestone platform. The
soils lack the trace elements iron (Fe), manganese
(Mn), copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn) , and the high pH
values (8.2 to 8.9) restrict availability of these ele-

ments for plant growth.
Plant growth is dependent on the breakdown

of oqganic materials and the activity of soil organ-
isms, as these provide humic acid which lowers pH
and enables the uptake of nutrients. Unfortunately,
activity of soil micro-organisms is limited, and the
level of organic material is low due to coarse-
textured soils and rapid rainfall infiltration. These
factors together make conventional agriculture, as

practised on larger Pacific islands, very problematic
in Kiribati, and have led to the development of an

extensive composting technique by l-Kiribati
growers.

The plateau soils of Banaba vary from shallow
soils, composed of organic materials, sand or dole
mite on the tops of limestone pinnacles, to deep
phosphatic soils and phosphatic rock between the
pinnacles. A substantial proportion of the soils has

been extensively mined, leaving isolated rock pin-
nacles. Undisturbed plateau soils have a high or-
ganic content and good fertility levels.

On a number of islands throughout Kiribati,
there are deposits of phosphate.rich soilswhich are

guano accumulations from eictensive sea bird colo
nies, particularly those associated with stands of
Pisonia grandis. These soils are more acidic and
darker than the surrounding soils and contain ad-

ditional nutrients for plant growth.
Soils occurring in the wetland areas of Ter-

aina and other low-lying areas within Kiribati are
more acidic and fertile, as the acidity associated
with waterlogged soils makes plant nutrients more
available.

2.3.3 Minerols

The mineral resources of Kiribati include sand,

coral, gravel and limestone rock aggregate ; trical cic

phosphate rock; guano deposits; and undeter-
mined, potentially important, unexploited concen-
trations of deepseabed polymetallic manganese
nodules and cobalt-rich crusts.

The action of wind, water and wavedriven
coastal processes on the coral limestone parent
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materials has resulted in the formation of extensive

deposits of sands and coral rubble of varying tex-

ture, particle and size, location and quantity.

The phosphate on Banaba has been exhausted

and although there is a possibility of secondary

mining, it is not likely that it will be implemented
in the short term. A number of islands in Kiribati
contain deposits of guano developed from exten-

sive sea bird populations, with the largest of these

on Tamana (approximately 200,000 tonnes con-

taining 15 to 20 per cent calcium phosphate). De-

posits in the Phoenix Group and the Line Islands

were mined in the mid and late 1800s.

Deposits of cobalt-rich cruss and manganese

nodules have been located in the seabeds of the

Phoenix Group and Line Islands. Deep*ea ferro
manganese deposits have been considered a poten-

tial economic source of the metals nickel, coPper,

cobalt and manganese , although they are not likely
to be of any significance to Kiribati in the short to
medium term due to high extracuon costs.

2.3.4 Vegetotion and floro

fndigenous vegetotion
The indigenous vegetation and flora of the atolls

of Kiribati are among the poorest on earth- With
the exception of some of the uninhabited islands

in the Phoenix and Line grouPs, the coastal strand,

mangrove and inland forest vegetation of Kiribati
have been severely modi{ied due to:

I thousands of years of habitation and selective

removal of indigenous species for
construction, boat building, firewood and

other purposes;

t the expansion of monocultural coconut
groves for export production ofcoconut oil
and copra;

0 the expansion of coastal settlements, which
in urban South Tarawa occupy much of the

coastline;
t the widespread practice of allowing pigs to

forage freely along beach flas; and,

t in the case ofBanaba, sevenryyears of
open-cut phosphate mining.

The terrestrial vegetation associations of Kiri-
bati are limited to:

0 coastal suand vegetation;

t limited areas of ma[groves and coastal marsh
vegetation;

I relic stands of inland forest and

Te koino', Pandanus tectorius tts fuis ore o st@fe food source aN
tlre fmnds ore used for hondicmft- (photo: Cott Wott)

O in the case of Banaba, limestone esca{pment

or pinnacle vegetation.

Secondary ond cuhuraf vegetotion

Secondary and cultural vegetation associations in-

clude:

I agricultural lands dominated by coconut
palms, including giant swamp taro or'te
bwabwai' pits under various stages of
cultivation and fallow;

O house yards and village gardens;

O extensive and variable areas of ruderal
vegetation; and

I in the case of Banaba, almost an entire island

under severely modified disclimax vegetation

in various stages of succession after some

seventy years of open-cut phosphate mining'

Essentially, there is no reruaining primary in-

land forest in the main Gilbert Group, with all of
it, exceptfor the rare relic orindividual tree, having

been replaced by coconutdominated vegetation

associations. Some of the wetter islands of the Line
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Islands, such'as Thbueran and Teraina, support
closed groves of Pisoniq coconuts and pandanus.

House yards and village gardens contain a
greater proportion of introduced exotics and tree
crops including coconut palms (often planted for
toddy production), pandanus, papaya, native fig or
'te bero', and breadfruit. Other food plants found
in thevillage gardensinclude the ceremonial staple
giant swamp taro, 'te bwabwai', which is also culti-
vated in pits.

Due to increasing salinity and the declining
importance of 'te bwabwai' relative to copra pro-
duction, cash employment and imported food, a
large proportion of the pits on some islands have

been abandoned, although on the wettest island of
Butaritari there is only limited or periodic evidence
of neglect or serious under-utilisation, with some
households having over 2,000 sq m in productive
pits. Otherwise, coconut groves are the majorvege-
tation type in Kiribati, especially in the Gilbert
Group.

Number of species

The flora of the main Gilbert Group consists of
approximately 306 species, of which only 83 are
possibly indigenous. None are endemic. The bal-
ance is comprised of ornamentals, weedy exotics,
food plants, and a limited number of other useful
cultivated plants.

Although greatly outnumbered by exotics, in-
digenous species still dominate some of the most
disturbed habitats, as well as constituting the most
culnrrally and ecologically important species. A large
proportion of these species (40 of 83 for the Gilbert
Group) are severely restricted in distribution, en-
dangered or possibiy extinct, due to removal and
severe habitat modification or limitation. The flora
of the Phoenix Group and Line Islands is poorer,
with totals for Thbueran, Kiritimati and Teraina of
the Line Islands numbering only 123, 9l and 69

respectively;with regards to the indigenous species,

the totals are only 23,25 and 19 respectively.

2.3.5 Fauna

In contrast to Papua New Guinea and Solomon
Islands where the fauna are among the richest in
the world, Kiribati's fauna is among the poorest. Its
native terrestrial fauna has only one reported en-

demic vertebrate, the Christmas Islandwarbler (Ac-

rocephahn acquinoctial:is), and the only mammal
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(probably an aboriginal introduction) is the
Polynesian ra;t (Rattus exulans).

There are probably no indigenous land mam-
mals in Kiribati. The main indigenous land animals
are birds, insects and some land crabs. Some of
these constitute resources of considerable import-
ance.

In terms of bird life, with the exception of the
few introduced by humans, most are sea birds or
migratory species. The lagoonal and pelagic
environments in Kiribati provide an abundance of
marine avifauna which nest primarily on unin-
habited atolls or islets, and in vast number on the
uninhabited atolls of the Phoenix Group and Line
Islands. On the Northern Line Islands, 19 species

of sea bird are known to breed, while on Kiritimati,
colonies numbering in excess of 6 million birds
have been established, constituting the largest
number for a single island in the world.

The rich avifauna constitutes an important
resource both to the people of Kiribati and to the
world. In fact, the islands constitute the most exten-
sive system of seabird rookeries in the world, a

s)Btem which should be protected because of its
importantrole in the oceanic ecosystem. Although
no reserves exist in the Gilbert Group, numerolts
reserves and wildlife sanctuaries have been estab
lished in the Phoenix Group and Line Islands.

The insect fauna constitutes the majority of the
terrestrial animals found on atolls. Many are im-
portant to the functioning of atoll ecosystems,
although some, such as mosquitos and flies, are
pests and spread disease.

2.4 Marine fauno ond flora

2,4., Morine fauno
Kiribati's relatively rich marine fauna, which in-
cludes between 600 and 800 finfish species alone,
is a critical strategic resource. Although living
marine resources are also important to the larger
island countries, they are for many of the smaller
countries such as Kiribati the solz opportunity for
substantial economic development. The main cate-
gories of fisheries resource in Kiribati include (l)
ttre lagoonal and reel or inshore fishery; (2) the
offshore fishery which includes both pelagic and
near-shore deep water fisheries; and (3) maricul-
ture or aquaculture of fin{ish and seaweed.

The most common marine resources include:
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View of Aboiang. Edible shell fish
and other morine resources

found in the intertidol rqion in

oreos like Tarowa ond Aboiong
ore widely horv*ted ond form
on impottantpart of the diet
(photo:CroigWilson)

rock lobsters found on sutrounding reefs of
the Gilbert Group although they do not

appear to be a significant food item;

deepwater shrimp, which live at depths of
150-800 metres aud have been considered

for economic use although no resource

assessment has been carried out;

coconut crabs, known from the Phoenix

Group and Line Islands. The mantis shrimp

or 'te waro' is sought after as a food item;

four species of giant clams found in the

Gilbert Group - 
Tiidacna gigas or'te kima';

T. squ,atrwsaor'te were matai'; T. maximaor
're were'; and Hippopus hiltpopus or'te
neitoro'. Giant clams have been utilised as a

food source and for their shell as an

incidental trade item;

the ark sl-rell or 'te bun', found in the

intertidal region occurring naturally on

Tarawa, Abaiang, Marakei, Maiana,

Abemama, Tabiteuea and Nonouti. It is
widely hawested and forrns an important
part of the diet;

the pearl oyster shell which occurs in low

densities on Abemama, Abaiang, Butaritari

and Tabueran;

tuna: the pelagic fish resource is centred on

tl"re tuna Frshery which is dominated by the

species skipjack, yellorvfin and bigeye;

inshore fish resources which include

snapper, mullet, milkfish, bonefish, shark

and barracuda; and

I turtles, which are a source of food for
traditional and non-traditional users' The

hawksbill, loggerhead, Olive Ridley'

leatherback, and green turtles have been

reported in Kiribati. Nesting sites have been

recorded on many of the Phoenix Group and

Line Islands and on some islands of the

Gilbert GrouP.

2.4.2 Morine floro
The marine flora comprises the seaweeds and sea-

grasses thatare foundin the tidal areas throughout

the islands of Kiribati. Although the marine algae

of Kiribati has been studied, it is the commercial

species of seaweed grown in Kiribati that has at-

tracted most of the attention. Eucheuma cottoniiwas

introduced to Kiribati tobe grown on a commercial

basis in a number of selected lagoons following

initial trials on Kiritimati and Tabueran'

2.5 Culturol ond
historicol resources

Radiocarbon dating reports from around the

neighbouring islands (Manhall Islands) suggest

thai there has been human settlement in the

general Micronesian area for 3,000-4,000 years' To

date, only limited scientific archaeological study
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has been made, although the potential richness of
archaeological sites in Kiribati is recognised and a
Iist of some such sites has been compiled by the
Cultural Division of the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology. Thrawa was the scene of
one of the bloodiest battles of the Pacific campaign
ofWorld War II and many relics of the war remain,
especially on Betio, includingJapanese command
posts, bunkers, naval guns and field artillery.

But perhaps the most significant cultural
resource of Kiribati lies in what could be called the
I-Kiribati conservation ethic which has ensured a

sustainable way of life within atoll environments.
Gven the severe limitations of their physical set-
ting, the l-Kiribati had to develop such a conserva-
tion ethic. That they have survived over the last
3,000 years is testimony to the appropriateness of
such a way of life.

The development of the I-Kiribati consem'ation
erhic was based on an extensive knowledge of their
land and sea. Some of the main mechanisms in-
cluded extensive composting methods, secrecy
about fishing grounds, restrictions on the con-
sumption of certain species (for example, some
species such as turtles or giant clams were reserved
for chiefs or priests), fines or penalties for resource
abuses, and clan tenure or limited access to reef
and lagoon areas. Much could be learned and
i ncorporated from these traditional conse rvation
methods in current efforts to forge a more sustain-
able development path for Kiribati.

The conservation ethic remains strong among
most of Kiribati's rural peoples but is under pres-
sure, especially in the urban areas.

2.6 The people

Ethnically, the I-Kiribati are Micronesians,
although there is some Polynesian influence due to
long contact with that region, particularly with
Tuvalu to the south. The population, estimated in
l99l at 72,298, is unevenly distributed, with 96 per
cent living in the Gilbert Group; one third of the
total population lives on the tiny isles of urbanised
South Tarawa. Averaged over the entire country,
the population density is 85 per sq km; however,
South Tarawa has a density of 1,515 per sq km, with
4,500 persons per sq krn on Betio. Population den-
sity on Betio is expected to rival that of Hong Kong
by the end of the century.

The average annual growth rate of natural

t0

population increase is 2.4 per cent. However, emi-
gration is estimated at0.3 percent, which resuls in
a netannual population growttr rate of 2.1 per cent.
With this rate, the population is expected to double
in 35 years. Considerable internal migration can
also be observed from the outer islands to urban
South Tarawa. In the period 1985-1990, the num-
ber of migrants to South Tarawa was approximately
5,000 people, reflecting the rural to urban drift.

Of the emigrants, about 1,000 are working in
the phosphate mine on Naum and a few hundred
others are engaged as merchant seamen. The re-
mittances sent by migrant workers and seamen
average about $A4 million ayear, and constitute a
significant source of income for Kiribati families
(Republic of Kiribati 1993). Hor,r'ever, with the pro-

jected cessation of the phosphate mining early in
the 21st century, such a source will diminish and
the migranswill return, increasing the pressure on
the resources in both urban and mral areas in
Kiribati.

The population is relativelyyoung, with 40 per
cent under 15 years and a median age of 20 years.

Of the four atoll nations of the Pacific (Kiribati,
Marshall Islands, Tokelau and Tuvalu), Kiribati is

reported to have the highest rate of infant mortality
(82 per 1,000 live births) and an average life expec-
tancy at birth of only 53 years (ADB 1993).

2.7 Economic description

Generof
Development in Kiribari is constrained by severe
limitations in the qualiry and quantity of available
land. The fragmented and scattered nature of land
makes it extremely difiicult to manage the develop
ment process. The country's major asset, its sea, is

vast but with only a limited capacity to utilise it,
Kiribati is not receiving the full potential benefit
from it. The country's isolation fromworld markets
is another development constraint.

Over 80 per cent of the Kiribati workforce is

engaged in subsistence agriculture and fishing,
which provide mostof the basic needs of the people
in the outer islands. There have been attempts to
encourage market orientation of the economy but
with limited success. The production base of the
country remains very narrow with exports mainly
of fish and copra. The performance of these two

commodities in recentyears has notbeen good due

I
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to poor fish catches and low world market prices

for copra. Today, there is very little infrastmctural

or other economic development outside Tarawa

and Kiritimati.

P ubli c sector a ct'iv itY

With little in the way of private sector activity, the

public sector and public enterprises dominate

economic activity' Low skill levels and the limited

capiul base outside government have meant that

the latter remains responsible for providing essen-

tial basic sewices, including electricity generation,

fuel supply, communications, shipping, printing

and even hotel operation, generally through direct

investment and the establishment of statutory

bodies. The efficiency of these public sector enter-

prises has often been low and the government has

Lstablished policy guidelines for the ransfer of
such service enterprises to the private sector' The

government is acdvely encouraging the estab

lishment of small-industry production of consumer

goods to broaden the production base and foster

import substitution (Republic of Kiribati 1993)'

DeveloPment issues

With little comparative advantage in regard to

conventional economic indicators, the develop

ment Process has been understandably slow' This

has helped minimise the adverse effects of rapid

growth and resource depletion which, as seen in

the case of Banaba, is not always in the best interest

of the l-Kiribati.
But herein lies the dilemma with which the

government and people of Kiribati are grappling'

ir i, .o--only known and admired, the I-Kiribati

have lived a relatively sustainable way of life for

thousands of years in the atoll environment' But

this was at a relatively low level of material well-

being, a level which is no longer considered ad-

equate by manY l-Kiribati.
This is particularly true of those in South Th-

rawa who desire some of the more appropriate

modern technologies and social services that will

make their life easier, safer, healthier and more

enjoyable in today's world. A higher level of ma-

terial well-being naturally requires increased cash

incomes, foreign exchange, and changes in lifestyle

which, if not pursued in the right manner' could

undermine the cultural and uaditional resource-

use systems which have promoted ststainability in

the past.

Structurc ofthe economy

One of the most interesting legacies of British

colonialism in Kiribati is that the one asset which

could have provided the means to sustain higher

material well-being, the phosphate on Banaba' was

exhausted just before independence in 1979' im-

mediately cutting foreign earnings and govern-

ment revenues in hatf. The resource gap resulting

'Te merio', Plumeria
obcus4 is used in

flower garlands for
decorotive and

ceremoniol PurPosa.
bhoto:C-aitWoit)

ll
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from mining cessation quickly rurned a.positive

domestic savings rate into a highly negative one'

it" gup oo., th" years has been covered by with-

;;";t'from the interest income of the Revenue

EqualisationReserveFund(RERF)'andgenerous

;;;;;"- friendly donor countries (Teuea 1993) '

The government has uied to live within its

*"*, uria nu. followed a very tight fiscal policy'

fttit ft reflected in the fact *rat exrcrnal debt and

debt service remain at less than 1 per cent of

.*poro of goods and sewices' while substantial

external reserves are held in the RERF Over the

;;; ;;;y."* the value of the RERF has risen from

;;;;;;;.\ $70 million in 1e7e to $260 million

at the end of 1991'

The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at factor

cost showed a drop of more than 4 per cent in 1900

and has been stable since [hen' with a prediction of

growth being generated from the fuhing sector'

Income from the reserve fund, grant.in-aid, fishing

ii..trirrg fees and significant levels of remittances

from l-Kiribati *o'tJ"g overseas have been other

-4lor.o.rttibutingfaciors 
to the modicum of econ-

o#c st^Uitity Kiribati has experienced in recent

years.

But the economy remains very open and vul-

nerable. Imports account for about 75 pet cent of

GDP. Customs revenue from imports' fish royaldes

and withdrawals from interest income on accumu-

latedexternal assets abroad' contribute over 75 per

cent of governmenr revenue' ImpoT (at around

gio -ilil" ayear) continue to outstrip exPore (at

lro,rrra $5-6 million a year) ' resulting in a trade

deficit in the order of $24-25 million a year'
----XiriUu,i 

is also highly dependent-on- external

assistance, which in rbgO was nearly $US 300 per

6;. In fact, since 1982 external assistance has

been equivalent to around 40 percent of GDP' and

"..orrrrl 
for 95 P€r cent of gross inveslment'

Thus far, the government has managed to bal-

ance its books without having to ovenrse.its limited

,oorrr.a base' However' a.s the cash imperative

becomes more Pronouncedand as more and more

i-firiuu,i start iesiring modern technologies and

,".i4 t.*i.es, the Kirilati governmentwill need to

LJut.. the need for moie and immediarc cash

i;;;*. against long-term environmentally sustain-

able develoPment'

l2
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Environmental
strotegies and

Frogrommes

With the publication of the World Conservation Strategy (WCS) in 1980

came the clear message that consen'ation and development must not be
regarded as incompatible (IUCN/UNEP/WWF 1980). Without due re-
gard to conservation, development can only be short-term and cannot be

sustained. Since then, and with the growing recognition of the essential in-
terdependence between conservation and development, the term "sustain-

able development" has become common usage in describing the goal of,
and umbrella strategy for, conservation. It is also in this manner that the
term is being used in this NEMS document.

If there is any difficulty in using the term sustainable development, it is
due to the fact that it could be inteqpreted in many different wa)4s. In Car-

ing for tfu Eerth, the definition used is:

The use of an organism, ecosystem or other renewable resource at a rate
within its capacity for renewal.

The same document referred to ttre concept of sustainable development
in a more general way as:

Improving the quality of human life while living witJrin the carrying capacity
of supporting ecosys tems (IUCN/UNEP/WWT I 99 I ) .

In other words, sustainable development is about surviving in the
long term. In this respect, sustainable development is something that the
I-Kiribati have excelled in for a very long time. Otherwise, they would not
have survived on such a limited (fragile) resource base.

'The problem today is that the traditional way of life of the l-Kiribati,
although sustainable, was at a level of material well-being no longer consid-
ered adequate by many people, especially those in South Thrawa. New
types of economic development are required for higher material well-
being to be achieved. Unfortunately, the new types of development models
being applied in the region and Kiribati do not promote sustainability, so

the challenge for Kiribati is to derive maximum benefit from the available
resources wi thout j eopardisin g their capaci ty for renewal.

Given this and the types of concerns discussed throughout this
report, the broad objective of the Kiribati government for the environ-
ment sector is "to achieve an environmentally sustainable development
and better quality of life". This objective is also corramonly known as "utilis.
ing the natural resources without compromising the ability of the future
generations to live out of the same resources". The Kiribati government



*
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wants developnerot to inprove the quality o-f life o{its peo;ile, but in such
a way tliat the carrying capacity of the lrryportiag Esoqate.uls is not ex-

-ceeded. Other llongter4 objectiv,es a're;,

t to improve public understanding of the potentid impacts of dimate
cbange and of other environrnenul issues;

'.r 0 to develop and implement a national proglamne to filderstand and
"--r.- mitigate the potential adverse impacts of globl environrnent c,haqge;

I to promote the concerns of Kiribati throrgh ir'rternatisnal and
regiond fora, convcntions and action progrlammes (Reprrblic of
Ktuitati 1993).

The specific goalsfor the environment subsector are to:
0 manage and plan for ecologically susninable derrelopment and

consenratign of coastal areas, habitas and resources;
O develop and iimplcnnetrt coastal planning and nmnageurent
O improve adsrinistrative irriangemensi and legislation;

+ coxtrol pollution and have an eftctive wa$e maltagemeritsys:tcn;
i strengthen the tapbllity, of national institutions to carry out

pollution rronitoiring and rese,a,rch;

O increase knowledge arrd understanding ofKbibati's resources and
errvironmeirt and

0 irnprove policies, methods arrd te.ch,lrical advice on environrneut
issues (Republic of Ifiribati 1993).

The follolving chirpters discrrss possible stratcgies to achieve rhese
goals, particutarly the god of flrstainable developmenl and deEne specific
prograrnilres for implementation.

I
I

i

I
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Objective I Integroting
envi ro nm entol consi derotions

into economic develo|ment

3.1 fntroduction

A number of concerns have been expressed about

the current policy and institutional arrangements
in Kiribati as they p$rtain to the need to integrate
environme't"t .onrii#;""S-fiit-;iconomic de-

velopment (Thaman et al. 1992; Wilson 1994;

ADB 1993). These concerns relate to:

(1) the absence of comprehensive
environmental legislation to guide policy
and programme formulation ;

(2) the need for stronger institutional
arrangements for implementing
environmental programmes; and

(3) the lack of clarity or urgency regarding
policy/ administrative instruments which
the government can use to enforce
environmental protection.

?.2 Legislotion

There is as yet no formally stated Policy or comPre-

hensive programme for environmental planning
and management, although this is now being ad-

dressed through the NEMS. However, a number of
existing ordinances relate to various asPects of the

environment. Examples include:

t Harlours Ordinance l957,which prohibits
the discharge of sewage or other filth into a

harbour;
t Fisheries Ordinance 1977,which provides for

the regulation and conservation of fisheries
resorlrces, and for licensing of foreign
fishing vessels;

Local Gouemment Act 1984, which restricts

activities which will cause land erosion and

degradation;
Wikllife Corueru ati,on Ordi.nance I 9 7 5, which

provides for the protection of designated

bird species and definition of sanctuary

areas;

fuohibi,t ed Areas Ord,inana I 9 5 7, w}:'ich permits

designation of prohibited areas for the
purposes of environmental conservation on

any island in Kiribati; and

Land Pl.anning Odirn'na 197i, which
provides for land use planning, zoning, and

the establishment of regulations for the

conservation of the natural environment
(Pulea & Farrier 1994).

These ordinances need updating (to meet

current environmental concerns and to relate to

relevant international conventions) and their
environmen tal regulatory con ten t integrated into
national umbrella legislation on the environment.
Indeed, the develoPment of specific environ-

mental legislation is seen as an urgent priority,
including the successful determination of socially

acceptable and cultura\ sensitive penalties for
breaches of its provisions. With regard to enforce-

ment, greater use could be made of the relevant

aspects of the l-Kiribati traditional/customary law,

which, ifstrengtherred, are more likely to gain accept-

ance than anything based on Western traditions.
Current legislation does not make Environ-

mental Impact Assessment (EIA) procedures man-

datory and this needs to be addressed in any new

legislation. Also, the principle of sustainable use of
natural resources needs to be more explicit in
legislation.

t5
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3.3 fnstitutionolconsiderotions

General

Up to now, environment-relatedpolicies have been

relatively scattered in nature, and individual gov-

ernment departments have retained day-today

functional responsibility for environmental con-

cerns relevant to their own sectors. This has made

it difficult to address various environmental con-

cerns in a comprehensive manner. In recognition

of this constraint, the government moved to estab

lish an Environment Unit (EU) which is now with-

in the Ministry of Environment and Natural

Resources Development (MENRD); appointed an

environmental coordinator for the EU; and set up

a Kiribati Task Force on the Environment (KTFE) '

Environment Unit
The EnvironmentUnitwithin MENRD is the prime

body charged by government with coordinating

and integrating environmental concerns with

other development policies and programmes' But,

under the present law with its tendency to scatter

environmental responsibilities among various

departments, island and town councils, the Unit
has a limited mandate (more will be said later about
the need for a more comprehensive framework of
national environmental law and enforcement) '

Until now, Iimited headway has been made with

regards to the Unit's primary function: integration

of environmental concerns with development

planning.
The Unit has been strengthened by the arrival

of the Environmental Advisor, an Environment

Education Officer and the addition of another

I-Kiribati project offEcer. However, with its broad

multidisciplinary role, the operation of the Unit is

hampered by inadequate staffing for the size of the

task, a lack of specific environmental training, and

limited financial suPport, the resr.rlt being that it
has been reactive rather than proactive. Expansion

of the Unitfor specific tasks such as policy develop

ment and the establishment of legislation could be

of great benefit.

Kriboti Task Force on the Environrnent

Initially, the Kiribati Task Force on the Environ-

ment was set up informally for a single purpose, the

preparation of the country report to UNCED, but

it has now been established formally to advise on

environmental policies. Its composition, with mem-

bers drawn from all the relevant government agen-

cies and NGOs, is intended to reflect the

cross-sectoral nature of environmental concerns'

There is some concern, however, that with 14

members, it is probably too large and diverse to be

able to focus effectively on specific environmental

areas such as coastal zone management, biodiver-

sity conservation, marine pollution and public
awareness (ADB 1993) - thus the proposal to

divide the KTFE into operational subcommittees

to focus on each of the main problems/strategies'

There is also some concern that there may be

insufficient input by the general public into the

deliberations of the Task Force.

'f Oil antominotion ot the Betlb
powerhouse. Co ntiru ol sm allsco Ie

dischorge can result in groundwoter
contominotion. (photo: Croig Wilson)
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Other instftutionof issues

In general, other institutional constraints to effec-
tive environmental management include:

I lack of wellqualified personnel/local
expertise to deal with specific areas of the
environment;

I acute training needs of technical staffin
various sectors involved in tackling
environmental issues snch as coastal zone
management, degradation, and impact of
population on dwindling local resources;

I lack of technical and financial capabilities,
hence the need for capacity building; and

t lack of accountability for the effects of one's
actions on the environment.

3.4 Environmental administrotive
and policy instruments

Planning
Physical planning is central to environmental
management. In Kiribati, responsibility for land
use planning is shared benveen the Central Land
Planning Board in the Ministry of Home Affairs
and Rural Development, and local government
administration through town councils and con-
stituted under the Local C'overnment Act 1984.

This is one of the weaker institutional arrange
ments, which maybe understandable given the lack
of land throughout the country.

This problem is particularly severe on South
Thrawa which, due to high population and de-

mand for lzurd, is now one of the most land-scarce
atolls in the Gilbert Group. Government-leased
lands within the areas of Betio, Bairiki and Bikeni-
beu, which are designated for planning purposes,
are virtually saturated and can now onlyacconunG
date projects with limited space requirements.
Problems are also occurring on South Tarawa, ev
pecially Betio, from squatters occupying lands that
have not been zoned or not yet properly laid out
for housing.

Under such conditions, the government and its
urban planners do not have much flexibility. Even
if urban planners $'ere to apply greater skill and
imagination to the problem of land shortage and
environmental problems associated with land use

development, the lack of resources to pursue dif-
ferent options will limit what they can do.

One thing which could assist in decision mak-

ing for land use development is the requirement
for Environmental Impact Assessment, which is
lacking at present. Enforcement of the law and

early inspections and assessment of buildinp and

all developments will also help.

Economic poltcy

Economic policy can also be an effective instnr-
ment for promoting environmental Protection and

ensuring the sustainable use of natural resources.

Older models of economic planning, which many

countries (including Kiribati) are still using, do not
take the fulllalue of natural resources and services

into account. On the other hand, new models

being developed take into account the depletion of
goods, includingnatural resources, arld the decline

in the various supports provided to people through
the environment. There is obviously a need to
consider these more recent perspectives. For Kiri-
bati, this may include a review of options for institu-

tional strengthening.

F-nv lro n m e nto I I mp o a Assessrnen t
Of immediate concern, however, is that develop
ment proposals are not subject equally to Environ-
mental Impact Assessment (ElA) as to economic

and financial appraisal. Just as economic assess-

ment is a routine asPect of project appraisal,

environmental examination should be both rou-
tine and of equal status with economic zuisessment.

Indeed, in view of the limited and fragile nature of
Kiribati's resource base, an economic appraisal

would be quite defi cient without a parall el environ-

mental appraisal.

Poltc,y development
Environment policy development and evaluation

has been addressed in a general way through the

National Development Plan in its approach to
environment issues such as global warming, sur
tainable development and environment education.

However, a more detailed development of policyat
a departmental level would ensure that the issues

of environment are addressed by all sectors of
government.

The development of policy should then be

followed by a process of policy evaluation to ensure

that policy development is current in international
and regional terrns, and thatit reflects the needs of
the nation.
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3.5

0

0

Summary

To achieve sustainability of resource use and

environmental conservation (Objective 1), it is

necessary to integrate environmental safeguards

into economic decision making. This has been

recognised throughout the world and the region,

and was a recurring theme at the NEMS seminars

held in Tarawa inJune andJuly 1993' There are a

number of steps which can be taken immediately

on a national level to ensure such integration, and

these could be carried out under five strategies for

proper environmental management'

Specific strotegies to achieYe
Objective I

Strategy l.l - Adopt an integrated approach

to environmental policy and planning

Strategy 1.2 - Submit proposed policies,

development Programmes and projecs to

Emironmental ImPact Assessment

Strategy 1.3 - Introduce a comprehensive

framework of national and local

environmental law, together with means for
enforcement which are socially acceptable

and culnrrally sensitive

Strategy 1.4 - Review adequacY of
instirutional mechanisms and administrative

controls and strengthen them as necessary

O Strategy 1.5 - Instirute resource pricing in

national accounts and other economic policy

for achieving sustainabilitY

These strategies are elaborated below, as well

as priority programmes associated with them'

Strotegy f.l
Adopt on integrated oPProoch to
envinonmentol Policy ond planning

Gened
Economic and environmental considerations mrlst

be integrated if a society is to function in a sustain-

able way. To this end, it is necessary for government

to ensure an effective, integrated approach and to

provide a national framework of institutions' econ-

Lmic policies, laws and regulations, and informa-

rion base. An area for early consideration by the

governme nt is h ow to inte grate, both institutionally

ind procedurally, its poticy evaluation, economic

planning, physical planning, environmental pro

l8

tection and sectoral development Programmmg
activity.

Fs<isting initiotiYes
The Government of Kiribati has already indicated

that it wishes to address this matter through the

adoption of an integrated approach towards multi-

sector issues such as those for environmental

management. A m4jor initiative in this resPect has

been the creation of a focal point for environ-

mental matters within the Ministry of Environment

and Nanrral Resources Development (MENRD),

which was done to integrate the exploitation of
natural resources with consewation and the Protec-
tion of the environment.

The establishment and composition of the Kiri-

bati Task Force on the Environment (KTTE) also

reflects this desire to integrate various elements of
environmental management planning within one

comprehensive programme. The idea is to bring

together the different playen including *re various

ministries and town councils which continue to be

responsible for environmental matters within their

mandates and sectors. tt has also been suggested

that special attention needs to be given to the role

of NGOs, churches and councils, as the close con-

tact they have with the communities they represent

should encourage maximum public input, support

and particiPation.

F urther necessory stePs

Succesfirlly adopting the principle of integrating

environment and economic planning at the high-

est level would entail the following:

I formal adoption of the principle of
sustainability, with integration of
environmental and economic considerations

built into the terms of reference of
government agencies dealing with national

economic policy and planning, and into key

sectoral policies - thus facilitating the

reorientation of the development approach

to accommodate alternative and more

holistic develoPment models;

O incorporation of the principle of sustainable

development into the mandates and policies

of the sectoral line dePartments;

t promotion of common apProaches to

economic and environmental planning in

both the public and private sectors;

O promotion of open consultation mechanisms
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with local communities and the pursuit of
traditional consensus approaches to decision
making;
the continuation and strengthening of the
Kiribati Thsk Force on the Environment to be

responsible for the integration of economic,
environmental and physical planning with
the policy evaluation process, and to ensure

that the policies are integrated in all levels of
government; and
upgrading the capacity of the Environment
Unit to carry out initial screening of project
proposals received and of existing
procedures concerning the need (or
otherwise) for Environmental Impact
Assessment.

Much of the work required here could be

undertaken by the government using local
resources, but where external assistance is deemed
necessary, it could be provided through one of the
other programmes proposed in this rePort'

Strotegy L2
Submit proposed policies, devefopment
Progrommes ond projects to
Env i ro n m ento I I mP o ct Assessm ent

Levefs of EIA
The Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) pro
cess occurs on a number of levels according to the

likely effect of a proposal on the environment.
The first stage of the process is an initial screening
to determine the appropriate level of assessment

required.
The lowest level of EIA may only require a

written description of the project and be subject to
limited requirements in reporting.

A medium level of EIAwould require that the

project conform to regulations determined in con-

sultation with the Environment Unit, the relevant

ministry and the project developer.
Afrrll and comprehensive EIA is used to predict

the likely economic, social, cultural and biological
consequences of a proposed activity (that is, not
just the effect on the environmen$. EIA is a very
important planning tool for government. It helps

identiff potential problems and hence aids plan-
ning to prevent adverse impacts, or to reduce

them to acceptable levels, before investment is

committed.
A full EIA is applied in cooperation with all

Rurol coostol view of North Torowa. (photo:Coit Woit)

relevant ministries to those development projects

which a preliminary screening indicates are likely

to have m4jor economic, social, cultural orbiologi-
cal impacts. But all development projects - public
and private, foreign and local - must be subjected

to *rat initial screening Process. The size of the

economic investment in a development proposal is

no criterion for the potential magnirude of the

environmental impact. For all projects which are

likely to have significant environmental impactand
are allowed to go ahead:

(l) an environmental management Prograrnme
should be included in the project design; and

(2) the capacity for proper monitoring should be

aszured (from either internal or external
sources), to compare the eventual outcome

with the predicted effects, and thus permit
adjustment of the planned development

Process.

Timingond extent
EIA shoutd always be undertaken early in the pro
ject cycle. For development assistance agencies,

EIA should begin immediately from the country
programming mission stage and continue through
pre-feasibility and feasibility stages. Subsequently,

annual programming mission teams from interna-
tional agencies such as the Asian Development

Bank and the World Bank should include a Penion
experienced in environmental appraisal.

l9
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I EIA must extend beyond development projects
to all national and sectoral programmes. There-
fore, the institutional EIA capacity should be lo
cated at the central level of government, where
development and sectoral policies, programmes
and projects are evaluated.

Programme 1.2.1
D evelopm e nt a n d oppli cotio n
of standard EIA guidelines

Aim and scope
To develop a set of standard EIA guidelines
to be accompanied by detailed administrative
procedures for their implementation, and
training of responsible ofticers in ElA.

Strotegy 1.3
lntrcduce o comprehensiye framework of
nationol and local environmental law,
together with means for enforcement
which ore socioffy o€cePtdble ond

tu$uto\y se\s\t\e

Generof
In order to achieve harmony between environ-

mental policy and economic decision making at

national level, comprehensive and consistent legis-

lation will need to be inrroduced. Such legislation
would contain a set of clearly defined principles of
sustainable use and conservalion of the nation's

natural and cultural resources, and in this regard

it should include provision for mandatory EIA

procedures.
The law sh ould also incorpo rate administrative

and enforcement procedures which integrate
traditional and modern management practices.
This means the incorporation of procedures which
are or have been part of community life and tradi-
tions. In this respect, it is worth noting that the
Local Governmen[ Act 1984, which provides for a

system of island councils, has been a particularly
i mportan t ins trumen t for environmen tal manage-
ment and protection. Several island councils have

adopted by-laws prohibiting destructive or wasteful
fishing methods with the view to conserving stocks

and ensuring that the resource provides a more
equitable benefit to all members of the community.

One of the strategies which the Kiribati govern-
ment has used with relative success has been the
use of intemational fora and agreements (treaties,
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conventions etc.) to try to inlluence external forces
which have a bearing on the environment.

Moin elements
The implementation of this strategy would entail
the following elements:

I review of existing legislation of relevance ro
the environment (Pulea & Farrier 1994,
undertaken as part of the NEMS process);

0 research /reiew traditional and customary
laws of Kiribati pertaining to the
conservation of resources and sustainable use:

t drafting an umbrella national Environment
Act reflecting the principle of srutainable
development; and

t establishing a new environmental
administration stmcture as appropriate.

Programme 1.3.1
Reseorch /review of resource-use customs
ond troditions

A\mani scope

To research and identifr those aspects of
l-Kiribati customs and traditions of resource

use which could be incorporated into the
proposed Environment Act.

Programme 1.3.2

Preparc and guide developmentof the
n ati o n al Envi rc n ment Act

Aim and scope
To draft an Environment Act and associated

administrative policies and structure, and to

guide it through the process of ratification.

Socially acceptable and culturally sensitive

penalties for breaches of the Environment
Act provisions should also be determined as

part of the pr.oject.

Strotegy 1.4
Reyiew odequacy of institutional
mechonisms ond odministrotive controls
ond strengthen them os necessory

Aims

The aim of the review is to strengthen local capac'

ity, particularly in the following areas:

(l) development of specific environmental

legislation together with socially accepuble
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and culturally sensitive penalties for breaches
of its provisions;

(2) capacity building, particularly in the area of
data collection and analysis for
environmental management and
monitoring. Within the Environment Unit,
there is a need for some specific training and
infrastructural development including 

-

telecommunications and data storage and
handling systerns. The Environment Unit has

begun the process of integrating
environmental concerns with economic
development by fosterin g closer institutional
links benveen the Environment Unit and the
Planning Unit of the Ministry of Finance and
Economic Planning; and

(3) development/restmcturing of the Kiribati
Task Force on the Environment to make it
more effective and operational.

Additionol efernents
This strategy for institutional strengthening would
include a number of elements, some of which re-
quire no external assistance for their implementa-
tion:

I development of comprehensive Iegislation
with socially implementable penalties (needs
external assistance);

I strengthening the national environmental
administrative capacity through the
Environment Unit and the Kiribati Thsk
Force on the Environment (KTFE):

- strengthening the Environment Unit
(needs external assistance) ;

- further development of inter-sectoral
administrative mechan isms for environment.
management; restmcturing of the KTFE;

0 supporting the development by the KTFE of
an overall Environment Action Plan, of
which the NEMS is part;

0 adoption of EIA by government as routine;
t development of EIA guidelines and

standards (needs external assistance) ;

t using economic policies such as resource
accounting to help achieve sustainabiliry;

I continued strong government support for
population control measures (needs external
assistance);

+ fostering outer island development to
encourage voluntary resetdement.

Thb requirements under this strategy could be

met through the projects identified under the

other strategies of this NEMS.

Strotegy 1.5
Institute resource pricing in notional
occounts and other economic policy for
achi ev i ng sustoi n abi lity

Economic instrurnents
There are many broad economic instmments
which countries can apply as flexible and efficient
me:rns of promoting sustainable development. [n
Kiribati, as in all other Pacific islands, there is a
need to review existing monetary and fiscal policies
for their impacts on sustainable resource manage'
ment and environmental protection. Taxes or sub
sidies supporting activities which damage ecosystems

or resources should be reviewed.
New economic instruments should also be con-

sidered as a way of promoting sustainability. For
example, where the full cost of a service or resource
is not borne by the user, this serves to lessen the
interest in conservation. During the course of the
NEMS seminar in Tarawa inJune 1993, many par-
ticipana expressed interest in the inuoduction of
the 'user pays' or 'polluter pays' principle as a way

of both reducing unnecessary depletion of
resources and providing a srong incentive for pol-
lution control. For example, importers and wers
of non-biodegradable materials should pay at least
part of the costs of collecting and disposing of the
materials safely.

Pricing policies and standards can also be used

to encourage government, industry and com-
munities to adopt resource<fiicient technology.
For instance, high prices for imported fossil fuel
and for electricity from such imports can promote
greater use of solar energy, which for a country like
Kiribati would seem natural.

If the Kiribati government is to take fully into
account the effects of its policies, it will need to
adopt environmental and resource accounting prG
cedures. Much of the work required here could be
undertaken by the Kiribati govemment itself, per-
haps with technical assistance through some of the
programmes suggested above.

t/
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Chapter 4

Objective 2 lmFraving
enviro n m ental owo ren ess

and education

I

I

4.1 Introduction

Effective long-term environmental management

will require an informed and supportive public.

This has been a recurring theme in the seminars

held during the preparatory phase of the NEMS.

With regard to formal education, a review car-

ried out as part of the NEMS preparation found

that:

t although considerable Progress has been

made in providing environmental education

and in availability of resource materials,

there is a need to improve the ability and

confidence of primary school teachers to use

materials effectivelY;

t the non-inclusion of environmental science

in subjects for examination under the

Common Entrance Examination in all but a

few schools is a disincentive to teaching it at *

primary level;

t there is a lack of appropriate (that is, from
and about the Pacific region and Kiribati)
resource materials on the environment
and, in the case ofjunior levels in
non€overnment schools, fhere is an

acute shortage of any environmental
materials at all;

I there is iilso a lack of materials including
some display materials and other resources

on the Pacific environment (Tayloi 1994) '

4.2 Significont issues

lmportonce of educotion for compfionce

With regard to enforcement of environmental
legislation, it is assumed that if people are informed
about regrrlations and the reasons for them, they
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are more likely to comply. This was argued strongly

in theJune 1993 NEMS seminar, with suggestions

for the development of new environmental legisla-

don and administrative procedures to be accomPa-

nied by a public education programme.

To rgetin g reso urce ownet':3

It can be argued that it is the resource owners who

decide what activities will occur on their land, and

it is therefore they who have the greatest effect on

the environment. In the case of Kiribati, the gov-

ernment plays a large role in social and economic

development, and is therefore seen by many as

having the major impact on the environment'
Thus, awareness-raising programmes must not

only target individual resource owners, but target

politicians and government officers aswell. Women

must also be included, particularly as their daily

work always affects the environment, and they have

an important role in shaping the attitudes of

children.

Working ot the communltY level

Currently, the non€overnment groups and

churches have extensive networks at the com-

munity level which would make them important

channels for conveying environmental messages'

The island and town councils should also play key

roles in educational programmes.

Ronge of materiols
In the area of non-formal education and raising

public awareness of environmental issues' little ue

has been made of audiovisual materials. Other

forms of media suggested for delivery of environ-

mental messages include regular radio pro

grarnmes, newsPaPers, seminars/workshops by

church groups, as well as the more formal educa'

tion process.
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The following strategies for improving environ-

mental awareness and education (Objective 2) are

recommended for immediate adoption and im-

plementation.

4.3 Specific strdtegies to ochieve
Objective 2

Stotegy 2.1
Review and upgrade the stotus of
environrne ntol educotion

The main element of this strategy is to review and

upgrade the status of environmental education in
Kiribati. A review of the (format) environment
education in Kiribati has been carried out and its

conclusions have been discussed above (Taylor

1994). Its recommendations below could be

adopted by the Kiribati govemment as part of its
educa[ional suategy for the environment:
(l) the subject of environmental science be

developed under the restructured education

system with reference to examinations in
post-primary schools;

(2) a national workshop on environmental
science take place as soon as possible to

familiarise primary teachers and head
teachers with Class 7 environmental science

materials presendy being distributed;
(3) the Class 6 environmental science books be

completed, printed and distributed to
schools;

(4) a further national workshop take place

to familiarise teachers and head teachers

with the Class 6 environmental science

materials;
(5) the collaborative exercise between SPREP

and the Institute of Education (IOE),

University of the South Pacific (USP)

continue to produce pupils books and
teachers guides for the lower primary classes;

(6) work begin, in collaboration with the
Ministry of Education, Science and
Technology (MEST) and USP, on an

integrated science course suitable for the
proposed newjunior secondary sector;

(7) packages of regionally produced resource

materials on the environment be distributed
through MEST for tue in teachers workshops
to develop environmental science; and

T

l-ontono, on intrcducd ptontThe noturol vqgretstion of Krlboti hos

been subjeaed to widespreod disatbarce due to humdn seulernent

ond the intoducttbn ofexotic plont species. (photo:Rupert Bloydon)

(8) a package of videos and materials for display

be sent to MENRD and MEST for
distribution to educational institutions such

as Tarawa Teachers College to strengthen
their environmental science content'

Every endeavour must be made to ensure not
only that environmental education is made an in-

tegral par-t of formal education at all levels, but also

that it is directed to the community at large to raise

public awareness of environmental issues and sus-

tainable development principles.

Summary
The education,/awareness strategy for Kiribati,
therefore, would aim at:

I improving environmental content of
curricula and developing more appropriate
resource materials;

t developing communitY awareness

pro grammes through workshops/seminars
and other more traditjonal forms of art,

which should result in:

- more public suPPort for environmental
management activities, and

I
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responsible actions and ability to
make decisions based on understanding of
sustainable development issues;

0 training government officers in
environmental awareness especially the
extension officers in resource, education and
health departmens, and rhe designated
environmental officers within the sector
ministries;

I raising the environmental awareness of
decision makers and leaders at government
and community levels; and

O improving knowledge of, preserving, and
integratin g traditional management systems
into the environmental education and
management programmes.

Programme 2.1.1
Estobrisftment of on environmental
education ond informotion section within
the Fnvironment Unit of the Ministry of
Envitonment ond Noturof Resources
Development (/I4ENRD)

Aim and scope
To establish an environmental education and
information section within the Environment
Unit of MENRD for the production and
dissemination of resources and
environmental information, and to
coordinate environmental awareness
campaigns under other proposed
programmes in this strategy document.

Progromme 2.1.2
Enviro n m e nta I owo rc ne$ wodcsh ops

Aim and scope
To promote environmental awareness
throughout Kiribati and to engender
grass-roots participation in environmental
planning and management.

Progmmme 2.1.3
Devefopment of envircnmental fact
sheeB, edueotionol resources ond
oudio-visual oids, ond ahemotive media
fo r awore ne ss compoigns

Aim and scope
To identif and develop environmental
information resources and alternative media
for the community education programmes of
NGOs, churches and other groups with
extensive commu n ity networks.

Stategy 2.2
Preserye ond opply troditionol knowledge
and man agernent systems

Given the impo rtance of traditi onal knowledge and
management systems to the sustainable develop
ment of Kiribati, every efforr should be made to
presewe those elements which enhance the conser-
vation of resources. Perhaps one of the most effec-
tive ways of doing this is ro integrate aspects of
traditional, sustainable, resource-use systems for
atolls into both formal and informal education
systems.

Progromme 2.2.1
Documentotion and integration of
trodltionol knowledge ond management
s)6terns into the education system

Aim and scope
To document traditional resource knowledge
and management systems and incorporate
them into the education system.
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Chapter 5

Objective 3 Development
and protection of
the resou rce bose

5., Introduction

Becarrse Kiribati's terrestrial resources are limited,
with land itself the scarcest resource of all,I-Kiribati
are conscious of the continued need for resource

protection. The Kiribati government, within the
capacity of its resources, has also initiated many
programmes directed towards sound resource con-
servation and preservation. Nevertheless, there is

need for greater effort because of the pressure
on some resources due to increasing vulnerability
to climatic conditions, population growth, and
changing lifestyles and needs.

5.2 Key generol issues
reloting to Objective 3

This chapter will focus fint on the important general
issues which have direct impact on'the status of
Kiribati's resource base and the efforts to develop it

Thk former'te buio i toori'is now used os o rest
oreo to enjoy the cooler seo breeze.
(photo:Donno Dwbe)

in a more sustainable manner (Objective 3). These

are the following.

I Issue 3.1 - Global warming and sea-level rise

I Issue 3.2 - Technical data,/information on
resources

t Issue 3.3 - Unsustainable develoPment
practices

I lssue 3.4 - Agricultural quarantine

i Issue 3.5 - Energy conservation

Discussion of these issues will be followed by

discussion of each of the key terrestrial and marine
resources, and priority prograrnmes associated
with them.

fssue 3. I
Global warming ond seo-level rise

General
The government and people of Kiribati are acutely
aware of the threat posed by the predicted climate
change and potential sea-level rise. Such sea-level

- i.iF,
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rise will result in loss of land area, which a country
with such limited and lowJying land areas like
Kiribati can ill afford. The coastline, which for the
most part is the entire country will become more
prone to storm surge and erosion, and coastal
infrastructure, including ports, airports and cause-
ways linking atoll islets, will be subject to greater
risk, thus making it even harder to invest in com-
mercial ventures.

Fresh-woter suPpries

But possibly the most serious immediate conse'
quence of sea-level rise would be a reduction in the
size of the fresh-water lens. On small islands there
tends to be brackish water interface between the
water bodies which can be in{luenced by tidal
change, so as the sea level rises, lateral leakage will
increase and lenses will become thinner.

There is already much concern about the
quurtity and quality of fresh-water supplies in the
countr)', particularly in the more over-crowded
South Tarawawith its problems of sewage, chemical
residues (fertiliser, pesticides and batteries erc.),
and industrial discharges. Further salt-water intru-
sion is therefore a major issue. Sea-level incursion
and sea sprays will also adversely affect agricultural
production systems, particularly the production of
pit-grown taro.

Globol ond locol implications
The government believes that addressing the
underlving causes of the problem is a matter of
great urgency, as well as uking all possible local
measures to protect the funrre habitabiliry of Kiri-
bati. There is a feeling that indusrrialised countries
are the major contributors to global warming and
at a national seminar held in Thrawa in August 1993
to review the draft NEMS document, a suggestion
was made for some effort to solicit funds from the
major producers of greenhouse gases for mitigative
and adaptive programmes including the building
of sea walls and appropriate defensive stmctures.

At the same seminar, there was also a call for
more local action. One suggestion was to cut back
on the burning offossil fuel and look more towards
al ternative energy sources, parti cularly solar.

Assessing o ctu of vu ln e rability
Given Kiribati's concem about the effects of pre-
dicted sea-level rise, there is a need to assess criti-
cally the vulnerability of the islands to the range of
predicted rises to provide a factual base for devel-
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opment planning. More specifically, the data from
such assessment would be invaluable for:
t the development of coastal zone

management strategy and planning
regr.rlations;

O estimating possible rate of loss of fresh-water
lenses; and

I the appraisal of risk to vital infrasrructure,
and m{or engineering needs for protection
(sea walls etc.).

The assessment of island vulnerability would
include assessment of: coastal exposure to greater
erosive forces and inundation of land, sea pors and

airports, roads and causeways; fresh-water lenses

and salt-water intmsion; and impacts on flora and
fauna, agricultural production, sewage disposal,

and cultural and historical sites.

lssue 3.2
Te ch nic al d ota I i nfo rmotion
on the resource bose

General
One of the difficulties wi*r the prorection of nafu-

ral resources is the lack of data on the status of each

of the major resources, the pressures they are

under, sustainable yield, and alternatives. A techni-
cal database on natural resources is vital for making
correct technical decisions, thereby assisting in for-
mulation of sound policies and programmes for

the sustainable development of resources. Such

information is also necessary for the proper moni-
toring of damage to the resource base and for

Programme 3.1.1
Yu ln erobi lity ossessrne nt a n d
coostd, zone protection

Aim and scope
(a) 'li" review work already done on

Kiribatit vulnerability to projected
sea-level rise. and advance it to a level 

'

where it is possible for economic and
resource development planners to
Senerate appropriate coastal zone
management strategies.

(b) To institute early protection measures
against coastal erosion through coastal
vegetation establ ishment and
rehabilitation.
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pollution control. This latter needwill be discussed
under the pollution and waste management.
strategies (Chapter 6).

Regarding basic data on the status of key
resources, there are various efforts under w:ry to
collect technical information, particularly on
marine aspects, which should be part of any at-
tempt at establishing an information database.

For the immediate future, efforts need to be
directed at establishing a national Resource Infor-
mation System and database, with the collation of
existing scientific data as the fint step. Then, as part
of capacity building, there should also be some
training in systems use and database updating.

Progromme 3.2.1
Resource I nfo rmotio n System
devefopment

Aim and scope
To develop and establish a computer based,
user-fri endly Resource I nfo rmation System,
including establishment of an information
retrieval network and training in system use.

fssue 3.3
Unsustoino ble development Practices

Genercl
As mentioned before, the most significant cultural
resource of Kiribati lies in what could be called the
I-Kiribati conservation ethic which has ensured a
sustainable way of life on atoll environments for
thousands of years. Examples of such traditional
practices included extensive composting, secrecy
about fishing grounds, restrictions on the con-
sumption of certain species (for example, some
species such as turtles or giant clams were reserved
for chiefs or priests), fines or penalties for resource
abuses, and clan tenure or limited access to reef
and lagoon areas. Unfortunately, the old ways are
being placed under pressure by environmentally
disruptive resource-use practices.

Mention has been made of the dilemma faced
by the Kiribati government: the need to maximise
resource use in order to meet the increasing aspi-
rations of the people versus the need to adopt more
conservation measures to ensure resource renewal.
However, a clear consensus has emerged for the
need to ensure sustainable use of resources which,
when translated into action strategies, means the
adoption of more sustainable practices, including

Te bwoD*,vof, Cyrtosperma chamissonis The giont s^/omp toro is
cultivoted extensivdy for iu edible root (photo:Cortktt)

some of those which I- Kiribati have used for gener-
ations.

Ensu rl ng gne ote r sulcoin ability
Suggestions have already been made for the docu-
mentation of traditional resource-use practices and
for integrating them into new environmental legis.
lation (see Programme 1.3.1) and educational pro
grammes (see Programme 2.2.1). The adoption of
EIA and resource pricing in national accounts,

which have been discussed and recommended al-
ready (see Programme 1.2.1 and Strategy 1.5), will
also ensure more sustainable development Prac-
tices. Indeed, as previously indicated, this whole
strategy document is premised on the need to pro.
mote a more sustainable form of development in
Kiribati.

lssue 3.4
Agricultuml quorontine

The fauna and flora of Kiribati have already been
severely modified by the impact of human setde-
ment and the introduction of exotic plants and
animals. One of the constraints to development
growth in Kiribati is the limited level of agricultural
production. Although this is to be expected due to
the lack of land and poor soils, it is also recognised

-/
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that pests and diseases introduced into Kiribati
through exotic plants and animals are a contribut-
ing factor.

The impact on indigenous plants, most of
which are of high cultural, social and ecological

value, has been worsened by the introduction of
new pests and diseases. If Kiribati is to prevent the

further introduction of damaging exotic insect

pests and diseases of plants and animals, then it
needs to improve the level of quarantine Protec-
tion.

Progromme 3.4.1
Strengthen i ng agri cuhurol quarontine

Aim and scope
To improve the level of quarantine
protection in Kiribati against the
introduction of damaging exotic insect pests

and diseases of plants and animals.

lssue 3.5
Energy conservotion

Given the enormol$ costs to the government and

public of imported oil, there is a need to conserve

fossil fuel for electricity generation through the
greater use of alternative renewable forms of en-

ergy, particularly solar. In fact, the extent to which
Kiribati is dependent on imported fossil fuel is one
of the major constraints to the efforts to forge a
more sustainable development path. It will remain
a constraint until Kiribati reduces is dependence
on such an energ'y source. Kiribati may be too small

to make any significant impact on international
phenomena such as global warming and sea-level

rise. However, gven the magnitude of the problem
and Kiribati's own unenviable position as a low-

lying atoll country, anythingit can do to reduce the
burning of fossil fuel will help.

Progromme 3.5.1 Pilottrial of hybrid
power generation for smoll communities

Aim and scope

To investigate wqrs of reducing dependence
on imported diesel, particularly in the outer
islands, through a pilot study of hybrid
diesel/photoelectric power generation
systems at a series of test sites in the
Gilbert Group.

5.3 Key physicof resources
reloting to Objective 3

Apart from these general resource.base issues,

there is also a need to promote the sustainable

development of eactr of the key physical resources.

For the purpose of this report, these resources in
Kiribati are categorised according to whether they

are terrestrial or marine.

5.3., Tenestrial resources

The terrestrial resources of Kiribati are limited and

t'ragile, land being the scarcest of them all. The key

resources to be discussed here are soils and miner-
als, water, flora and fauna.

Soifs and rninerofs

Soils

As discussed in Chapter 2, Kiribati soils are quite

limited, young and of low fertility, and cannot suP

port the scale of agricultural production that is

possible in other Pacific islands. Limited though

this resource is, it has nevertheless sustained the

I-Kiribati people for over'3,000 years. They have

been able to develop, on these limited soils, a

sophisticated subsistence agriculture based on

coconut, breadfruit, pandanus, native fig and cul-

tivation of giant swamp taro ('te bwabwai') in pits

dug through to the fresh-water lens and mulched
and fertilised with leaves of highly salt-tolerant

coastal plants.
Today, unfortunately, the traditional, la-

borious, but effective techniques of mulching pit-

grown taro and other staples are practised less and

less in urban areas as society becomes more en-

trenched in the cash economy. However, if the soils

are to sustain the I-Kiribati into the future, care

must be taken to protect and enhance them instead

of desuoying them. Suggestions have already been

made to document and incorporate some of the

traditional landuse practices into modern landuse
management. Educational programmes (see Chap
ter 4) rnay result in a more constructive attitude

towards the care of the soils. Also, the protection of
the coast from erosion and sea sprays (see Pro
gramme 3.1.1) and the consewation of protective

stands of coastal plants and habitats including man-

groves (see Programme 3.6.3) will serve to protect

and enhance this limited resource if they are im-

plemented successfully.
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Te kotiru',lxora casei, is commonly fard in household gardens.
(photo:CoitWoit)

Minerols

The mineral resources including sand, coral, gra-
vel, limestone, phosphate rock, guano deposits,
and deepseabed polymetallic manganese nodules
and cobalt-rich crusts are more plentifrrl but not
extensive. The phosphate on Banaba has been ex-
hausted and although secondary mining may be a
possibility, it will not have any significant impact on
the national economy. The seabed minerals are not
likely to be economically viable within the next fifty
years. The minerals of most significance at present
are sand and gravel, which are being used for
construction of houses, public buildings, roads,
bridges, causeways and airports.

The practice of sandmining, however, together
with other poor management practices (incorrect
use of sea walls, the cutting of trees along the
shorelines, and even the construction of c?uS€:
ways), is now of m4jor concern. In fact, although
abundant, sand, coral, gravel and limestone rock
for construction and reclamation purposes are
often obtained at considerable environmental
costs.

In the case of sand mining and the use of dead
and living coral from lagoons and fringing reefs,

their removal can lead to accelerated coastal ero
sion and considerable loss of land. In the case of
the use of coral, often for sea wall construction,
there is considerable disturbance of marine habi-

tats and an associated loss offisheries resources'

The damage could be minimised if these ma-

terials were excavated in an appropriate manner'

although the limited and fragile nature of land in
Kiribati makes it diffrcult to exca\rate without any

significant impact. The application of EIA proce
dures (see Progtamme 1.2.1) and the adoption of
resource pricing in national accounts (see Strategy

1.5) are two of the policy measures that have been

suggested which will help stop disruptive mining
practices.

Woter
There has been increasing concern that there is an

excessive dependence on boresandwells for supply
of drinkingwater. The sustainable yield of Tarawa's

fresh-water lenses is limited due to the amount of
rainwater that can be stored, the percentage of
rainfall that becomes fresh water, and the amount
of rainfall within a particular period. Estimates of
sustainable yield for Tarawa are: Bonriki water
supply area, 1000 m1/day; and Buota water supply

area, 300 mnTday. Teaoraereke water suPPly area

has the potential to supply 100 m3/day but a break-

down in negotiations between the landowners and
the government over the mauer of land use has re-

sulted in its removal from the water supply system.

Fresh-water lenses exist at Betio, Bairiki and
Bikenibeu but these have been withdrawn from use

due to faecal contamination from human and
animal waste. Unless stringent land planning
measures are implemented to define areas of
human settlement (see Programme 5.2.1), the en-

croachment ofvillages onto water reserves will con-

tinue to contarninate the water supply.
The strategies for mitigative and adaptive plan-

ning against sea-level rise (see Programme 3.1'1)
and for pollution/waste control (see Chapter 6)

will help protect water quality if implemented
successfully. So will the application of EIA pro-
cedures (see Programme 1.2.I) and the adoption
of resource pricing in national accounts (see

Strategy 1.5).
The other side of the problem is that there is a

lack of conservation and use of rainwater. Closer
attention to rainwater catchment and storage in
South Thrawa would reduce the reliance on water
supplied by the Public Utilities Board and the
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Ministry of Works and Energy. But since there
seems to be some preference for groundwater in
the mixing of toddy, there is a need to address such
cnltural and/or social aspects of the problem.
Many well intended development projects in the
Pacific have faltered simply because of the fail_
ure to consider the cultural and social preferences
of the recipients.

Ptrogromme 3.6.1*
Roin woter conservotion

Aim and scope
To promote ma:<imum conservation of
rainwarer in Kiribati, particularly the dry
southern islands of the Gilbert Group, by
means of (a) construction of rainwater
catchments, surface and underground
storage on all major government buildings
with large roof areas in South Tarawa; (b) an
expansion of the household rainwater
catchment programme by consructing
further water catchments and increased
water srorage capacity; (c) support for
similar construction of community storage
on public buildings including churches and
meeting halls; (d) the review of the
enforcement of legal provisions requiring all
new buildingp to have approved rainwater
storate constructed; and (e)reactivating
previous public education campaigns against
water wastage.

* For continuity in the numbering of programmes
relating to Objective 3, this and the remaining
programmes are numbered from 3.6.l.

Floro ond founa
Although highly disturbed and in some ways en_
riched by introduced exotics, the vegetation and
flora of Kiribati constitute a critical ecological and
cultural resource and a basis for swtainable devel_
opmenr. This is particularly true of the indigenous
species, virtually all of which have wide cultural
utility within the subsistence economy and con_
stitute real income which cannot be replaced, or
would be extremely expensive to replace with im-
ported substitutes. The most important functions
of the vegetation and flora include the provision of
shade and animal and plant habitats; protection
from the wind, erosion, flood and salt-water incur_
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Te koino', Pandanus tectorius, is found throughon he otolls ond
islonds of Kriboti. (photo: Coit Woit)

sion; land stabilisation; protecrion from the desic-
cating effects of salt spray; soil improvement and
mulching.

There is limited biological diversity in Kiribati's
terrestrial flora and fauna. The one endemic terres
trial vertebrate, the Christmas Island warbler, is

common at present on Kiritimati and Thbueran.
but its habitat must be protected for its long_term
suwival, particularly in view of the fact that these
two islands are expected to be the target of
increased resettlement from the Gilbert Group.
The insect fauna constitutes the majoriry of the
terrestrial animals found on the atolls, and many of
them are important to the functioning of atoll
ecosystems.

Kiribati's bird life is reladvely rich and it con-
stitutes an important resource both to the people
of Kiribati and to the world. The islands constirure
the most extensive system of seabird rookeries in
the world, a system which should be protected
because of its important role in the oceanic eco
svstem.
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As well, from the point of view of sustainable
development, there are critical habitats andspecies
which need to be conserved and managed
properly.

Prcgramme 3.6.2
Protection of special hobitots ond species

Aim and scope

To identifr those special habitats and species

which need protection and establish
protective or conservation regimes.

Programme ?.6.3
Conservoti on and monogement
of mongroves

Aim and scope
To determine the best way of managing and

developing/using the mangroves of Kiribati in
a sustainable manner, and to investigate the
designation of mangrove reserye areas to
ensure ongoing protection.

Prcgramme 3.6.4
Review and improve conservotion
arrangements for the Phoenix Group
ond Line fslonds

Aim and scope
To review the present status ofthe reserves
and wildlife sanctuaries in the Phoenix Group
and Line lslands and recommend the best
ways of ensuring the protection of critical
habitats and species while allowing for the
requirements of human populations.

Programme 3.6.5
Estoblishment of an orboretum of
traditionol culturol ond medicinal plonts
of Kribati

Aim and scope
To review the feasibility of, and write a
proposal for; establishing an arboretum of
traditional cultural and medicinal plants of
Kiribati.

5.3.2 Morine resources

Yolue to the l-Kriboti
The diverse marine food resources, which have
helped srutain the people of Kiribati for over three
thousand years, constitnte a renewable subsistence

and commercial resource if managed wisely. The
potential sustainability of the resource is evidenced

by the fact that, despite thousands ofyears of almost

daily reef gleaning at low tide it is still possible, even

in South Thrawa and other densely populated
areas, forfamilies to glean theirdaily protein needs

from the intertidal zone and fringing reef areas-

Increosing pr€ssures

However, the scarcity of certain marine organisms,

particularly in the higher population areas, of
species such as turtles, bonefish, reef cod and giant
clams, the evidence of smaller catches and decreas'

ing average size of individual species, indicate that
marine resources are being subjected to increasing

Pressures.
Of perhaps greater concern is that increasing

commercialisation of many of these species (such

as tuna, baifish, giant clams) and a wide range of
other finfish and crustaceans has put increasing

pressure on these resources, thus underlining the

need for protective legislation and sustainable utili-
sation /production strate gies.

As noted above, the conservation ethic remains

strong among most of Kiribati's rural peoples and
the wide range of conservation practices still in use

indicates that I-Kiribati traditionally attempted to
manage their marine resources on a sustainable
basis. Unfortunately, this consewation ethic, in-
cluding the principle of limited access and some of
the other marine resource management mechan-
isms, is breaking down.

The main factors seem to be the amalgamation
and relocarion of settlements during the early
1800s, increased use of motorised boats capable of
fishing in the open ocean, and increased emphasis

on commercial fishing, modern education and de-

velopment along Western lines. [n 1951, for
example, the people of Onotoa agreed to abolish
traditional tenure arrangements and declared the
lagoon public domain, thus allowing for indiscrimi-
nate fishing.

Need for conservotion efforts
The marine fauna is comparatively rich, constitut-
ing a strategic resource: it is in fact, the sol,ebasis for
sustainable economic development. The diverse

marine resources have helped sustain the people
of Kiribati for over three thousand years and could
remain renewable if managed wisely. There are
current efforts to find out more about. the stattu of
certain marine species, and a proper strategy for
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the sustainable management of marine resources
therefore could only be drawn on the basis of col-
laborarion with agencies (that is, USAID, USp and
others) responsible for these various initiatives.

I n co np o roti n g trc ditt a nol pructices
Given the success of traditional methods of
resource use in conserving marine resources, tJ:e
programmes (see Programmes 1.3.1 and 2.2.1)
aimed at documenting and incorporating some of
these methods into modem resource management
would have much relevance to a marine resource
management strategy. Three of the progftlmmes
(3.6.2, 3.6.3, 3.6.4) suggested above for the conser-
va[ion and sustainable development of terrestrial
resources could be included under a marine
resource management strategy as well.

Progromme 3.6.6
Troining wo*shops 6n the conserydtion

. and manogement of reefi ond morine
living rcsources in Kirtbortt

Am and scope
To raise public awareness regarding the
importance of reeft and marine living
resources,and the need for conservation and
effective managemenL
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Chopter 5

Objective 4 Improving
waste monogement

ond pollution control

6.1 lntroduction

Olre of Kiribati's major concerns is to improve the
management of waste and the control of pollution,
particularly in South Tarawa where about 25,000 or
35 per cent of the total population live. With such
limited space and a vulnerable resource base
(limited soils, narrow water lens, well used lagoons
and exposed foreshores), there is concern that if
nothing is done to ensure proper disposal of solid
waste and sewage, degradation of the environment
will become of critical concern.

Already, many of the community health prob
Iems now evident in South Thrawa are attributable
to a great extent to the contamination of water
supplies and water shortages. Despite efforts to
keep it clean, some sections of the Tarawa lagoon
are still contaminated. This is due, in part, to
people continuing to use the beach for defecation
rather than the toilet blocks which were con-
structed to discourage the practice but which are
inadequately maintained and frequently blocked.
A salt-water sewerage system is in operation, but
there are too few connections to the system by
private owners, too many leakages, and too much
discharge of sullage onto the ground.

Solid waste disposal is a m4jor concern, given
the susceptibility of groundwarer and marine
resources to pollution. There is uncertainry regard-
ing the availability of land for safe landfill sites; a
lack of disposal facilities for hazardous wasre;
increasing use of imported non-biodegradable
products and packaging; a lack of information on
the nature and origin of waste and its environ-
mental impacts; and a lack of legislation control-
ling toxic and non-biodegradable wiisre. Kiribati is
concerned at the use of neighbouring islands and
oceanic areas within the Pacific as wasre disposal/
reduction sites.

Through regional fora such as the South
Pacific Forum, Kiribati, along with other Pacific
nations, expresses concern at the transport of
radioactive material through the waters of the
Pacific.

6.2 Specifc strotegies to ochieve
Objective 4

A waste management and pollution control objec-
tive (Objective 4) should include the whole of
Kiribati. But since the major pollution problems
occur in South Tarawa, that is where the m4jor
focus will be, at least initially. The objective will be

addressed through four major strategies, although
many of the strate gies and programme s which have
already been suggested are also applicable here.

The specific strategies proposed to address

Objective 4 are as follows.

O Strategy 4.1 - Improved management and
disposal of solid waste and sewage

0 Strategy 4.2 - Control of hazardous
chemicals

t Strategy 4.3- Control of marine pollution
i Strategy 4.4- Commitment to international

pollution control

These sfiatesies and the prograrnmes associ-

ated with them are elaborated below.

Strotegy 4.1
Improved manogement ond disposal
of solid woste ond sewoge

General
The disposal of solid waste in Kiribati is an obvious
challenge because of the shortage of land - thus
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the need to focus on ways and means of controlling
th e irnpo rtation of non-biode gradable materials.

The disposal of sewage is also problematic be-

cause of the lack of land and the vulnerability of
water lenses. In the more densely populated areas

of South Thrawa. the focus would be directed to
better maintenance of the salt-water sewerage sys-

tems and connection of more toiletfacilities to the
system.

In the more rural parts of both South Tarawa
and the outer islands, the focus would be on the
introduction of biotoilet systems, particularly the
new systems of biofilter sewage treatment which
have proven successful elsewhere. The first step
would be to conduct pilot trials of alternative bio
toilet systems at selected centres on South Thrawa.
The prospect of using the fully treated sludge by-

product of the systems for garden fertiliser would
also be explored.

Porticulor erements

This strategy would therefore focus on the follow-
ing elements.

(l) Improve sewage disposal systems in South
Thrawa in an environmentally beneficial way:

- biotoilet/biofilter sewage treatment

- sewage pumps and treatment

- improved maintenance for, and increased
connections to, the salt-water sewerage

svstems.

(2) Strengthen the household health inspection
system.

(3) Improve management and disposal of solid
wastes on South Thrawa:

- waste management n'aining/education
programme

- control on the importation of
non-biodegradable materials.

Sediments contaminored by

hydrocorbon dischorge
adjdcent to Betlo slipw oy.

(photo:Goigwilson)

Prcgramme 4.1.1
Pilot study in alternatiye sonitotion
technology

Aim and scope
To improve sewage disposal systems in an
environmentally safe way, and thereby
improve human health.

Prcgramme 4.1.2
Reyiew cufl€nt Eewage disposol systerns

Aim and scope
To assess the condition of the salt-water
sewerage system in South Tarawa to
determine its capacity for more connections;
its impact on public health and the
environment; and its maintenance
requirements,
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Programme 4.1.3
Preparation of a solid woste manogement
ond disposol prcgromme

Aim and scope
To determine the best ways of managing the
disposal of solid waste including the
reduction of waste stream, particularly that
of a non-biodegradable nature.

Strategy 4.2
Control of hozordous chemicols

The programme for improved solid waste disposal
suggested above would include efforts to control
the disposal of hazardous chemicals. Given the
problems of limited space and the vulnerability of
Kiribati's ecosystems, there is also a need to control
the supply of such materials, perhaps by tightening
the application of regulations on the importation,
storage and use of hazardous chemicals. The rys
tem of importation control and licensing of ven-
dors of toxic chemicals should be reviewed, either
as part of the solid waste management programme
(see Programme 4.1.3) or as part of the overall
effort to review and improve policy and administra-
tive instruments for environmental management
(see Chapter 3).

Another equally important aspect of control-
ling chemical pollution is the regular monitoring
of food being sold in the markets and stores, and
of water for chemical residues. Neither the existing
Iaboratory facilities nor the available technical ex-
pertise are adequate for such a task, so there is a
need to investigate ways of providing Kiribati with
an independent capacity to carry out such tests. [t
is important that the costs of setting up a national
laboratory are considered carefirlly and weighed
against the costs and benefits of sending samples
overseas for analysis.

Strotegy 4.3
Control of morine pollution

The sinking in May 1993 of a United States purse

seine tuna boat approximately9S nautical miles to

the west ofAbaiang highlighted the ever increasing

risk of a major oil spill occurring and the need,

therefore, for marine and port staff to maintain
some sort of readiness to deal with such emergen-
cies. Marine resources represent the only real basis

for sustainable development in Kiribati, so their
protection from any and all sorts of pollution is
vital.

While Kiribati is acutely conscious of the pollu-
tion risks associated with possible spills of petrol,
oil and lubricant and has been involved in the

development of contingency plans for pollution
emergencies, Kiribati marine and portstaffneed to
be better prepared through small dummy runs to
practise the application of the contingency plans.

Kiribari also needs to maintain a level of basic

equipment and disbursement chemicals which
would permit it to take early action to counter sPills

at critical sites before further assistance from out-

side could be brought to bear.

Progromme 4.3.1
lmptementation of the contingency PIan
to counter marine pollution

Aim and scope

To determine and acquire the type of
equipment that would be required to combat
the type of marine emergencies most likely
experienced in Kiribati waters; to determine
the most appropriate training courses to
ensure that the operation of such equipment
was being carried out according to
specification; and to determine sources of
funds for the purchase of equipment

Strotegy 4.4
Commitment to internationol
polltttion confiu.l

Some of the m{or pollution risks faced by Kiribati
originate from foreign countries (*rat is, ozone-

depleting gases and global warming; and nuclear
testing/dumping and other toxic waste dumping).
The Kiribati government is taking action through
the development of international agreements and
fora. In fact, it could be said that Kiribati is already

Progromme 4.2.1
Notionol loboratory: feosibility study

Aim and scope
To determine the feasibility of making
Kiribati independent for the conduct of

I chemical analysis of water and of imported
I and locally produced foodstuffs,to protect

I the public against the misuse of pesticides
I and other toxic chemicals.
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doing all irca do by heepi,ng the iesues aliye in the
irltemational fora. Perhapa the best suategy is for
Kkibati to condliue its active involvernen'tln inrer
national foraaudagpecrnents to tly to minimise the
posibiliry of puurptng/dunoplng more hasardou$
gaws andmatGrials,into the atmorphele aqd the
qse&TI.

In regartl to international polludon control,
Kiribati has signed or acceded to the following
cBnventioirs.

$autk P.Mific Naclfar F,rq fu,n*' W?fitt, 1 985
(Sarotonga Tbeaty)
trtlarclzs l{on{rohfuaim frefi} I %8
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f985,Vienna
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199gRi'o deJaneiro
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Chapter 7

T

Objective 5 Bolonced
d evelopm ent, pla n ned u rbanisotion
and lower population growth rotes

I

7,1 Introduction

As noted above, Kiribati has a high rate of popula-
tion growth (2.4 per cenr annually) which if not
checked will result in the doubling of the popula-
tion in 35 years. There is also gross imbalance in
distribution of the population, with more than 90
per cent living in rhe Gilbert Group and one third
of the total population located on rhe tiny islets of
South Tarawa.

The problems associared with such a large and
unevenly distributed population in a country like
Kiribati are enormous, given the very limited land
resource base. The population on the islets of
South Thrawa has long exceeded the natural
carrying capacity of the area and is putting severe
pressure on government resources. Overpopula-
tion in South T[rawa has contributed to:
I groundwater depletion and pollurion;
I overfishing ofreefs and lagoons, and

unsustainable rares of gleaning of intertidal
reef flats;

I problems of garbage and sewage disposal;
I coastal erosion arising from extraction of

sand and aggregate for construction, and
from inadequate design of causeways
between islets; and

0 shortage of firewood.

But perhaps the most important consequence
of high population densities has been poor health,
as indicated by high infant mortality rates and low
life expectancy. There is also high incidence of
nutri tion-related, non<ommunicable diseases.

7.2 Government response

The government recogrrises the problems and has
responded with nvo far- sighted policies. It is giving

high priority to family planning and rural develop
ment; and it is actively encouraging the resettle-
ment of families from South Thrawa and other
areas of the Gilbert Group to the Northern Line
Islands. There is some concern, however, at the
pressure on the resource base and biodiversity of
the Northern Line Islands, so it is important to
proceed with the resettlement programme with
utmost care and attention to maintaining an eco
logical balance.

As the problems of overpopulation and uncon-
trolled urbanisation are most acute in South Ta-

rawa, thatiswhere the focus of remedial action will
be. South Thrawa has the highest population den-
sity and shows evidence of water depletion and
pollution, overfishing of reefs and lagoons, unsus-
tainable rates of gleaning of intertidal reef flats,
garbage and sewage problems, shortage of fire-
wood etc.

However, ttre problems in South Ta.rawa are
part ofa larger (national) scene. It could be sug-

gested, for example, that one of the immediate
causes lies in the recent movement of people from
outer islands to South Thrawa. To address such

problems effectively, therefore, the strategy should
continue its emphasis on the economic develop
ment of outer islands and the provision of other
incentives for people to remain on their home
islands.

Strategies for achieving a population,/urbani-
sation objective (Objective 5) would include one
on the development of a national population pol-
icy, one to promote balanced (more decentralised)
development, and another to improve the control
of urbanisation. These are all interrelated and
must be implemented as part of the same overall
objective.

I
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7.3 lpecifc strotegies to ochieye
Objective S

Strotegy 5. I
Populotion policy

The government has clearly recognised the prob
lems associated with rapid population growth and
has formalised its intention of reducing the growth
rate to 2.2 per cent by 1995 and to 2.0 per cent by
2000 (Republic of Kiribati 1993). Th. gou.--
ment's long-term aim is to create awarenesE of the
benefits of small families and promote family plan_
ning methods so that the fertility rate will be re_
duced to a level where the population growth rate
will ultimately reach zero.

What is needed as a matrer of priority is to
develop and implement a narional population pol,
icy to guide prograrrunes and activities aimed at
achieving the stated targers for population growth.
This is being done through the Ministry of Health.
Family Planning and Social Welfare. One of the
most important functions of a national population
policy is ro ensure the integration of population
issues into environmental planning and manage_
ment. A national population policy should include
realistic goals (population growth rates etc.), a time
frame, and resource provisions for achieving the
goals.I

I Progmmme 5.1.t
Pop ul atio n pol i cy d evel op me nt
Aim and scope
To develop, refine and implement the
population policy for Kiribati.

Strotegy 5.2
Planned urbonisotion

T

I

ond balanced development,

In Solth Tarawa, another focus of the srategy
should be on planning for and controlling tlie
spread of urbanisation. This tool is available to the
Bovernment but there are constraints regarding
commitment and capacity that need. to be ad_
dressed before urban planning could become a
positive force. The priority now is to agree on and
apply minimum standards or benchmarks for de_
velopment in land, housing, watel and sewage/
waste disposal.
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vieil of South Torwo. (photo:Simon Diffey)

There is also a need to sFengthen those agen_
cies charged with urban management through
clearer policy directives and greater resources. Un_
less these are in place, no new mqjor d.evelopment
should be considered for South Tarawa. fnstead,
options on outer islands need to be considered:
certainly, strong support should be given to decen_
tralisation ofjunior secondary schools anil other
essential services (health and communications) to
outer islands.

ft is assumed that one of the major reasons for
the attraction to South Tarawa of people from the
outer islands is the concentration of mod.ern devel-
opment programmes and greater opportunities. It
is further assumed that in order to reduce popula-
tion growth rates in South Thrawa, there is a need
to convince the populations of the outer islands
that th ey would be better off staying in or return ing
to their home islands. A more even spread of devel_
opment oppornmities throughout Kiribati will re_
sult in a more even distribution of the population,
or at least one that is more reflective of the actual

Vielrtof SuthTorwo.
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Balanced development, plonned urbanisqtion

ond (wter Wulotion growth rotes
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carrying capacities of the different groups and
islands.

The government has already started on this by

improving the incentives for people to resettle in
the Northern Line Islands. A special development
plan exists for the Line Islands and the Phoenix
Group (AGRICO 1993) and this should be con-

sidered seriously for implementation. Some exter-
nal assistance could provide the impetus but the
Kiribati government is certainly capable of taking
the initiative to promote more balanced develop
ment and, in fact, has already started to do so.

A programme or proj ect aimed aI a more equit-
able distribution of development initiatives and
benefits could have *re following features:

(1) it would be based on the ecological carrying
capacity of the islands (that is, to
accommodate people and their
social,/cultural desires, and development
initiatives) rather than being dictated by the
present location of government and
infrastructure; and

(2) it would aim at carefully selecting growth
centres (perhaps one or nro) within each of
the three main groups for initial support.

However, caremustbe taken not to degrade the
environment of *re outer island groups in the
name of development. The resettlement prG
gmmme for the Northern Line Islands provides a

practical opportunity to devise a means of bal-
ancing the need to resetde many people away from
South Tarawa and promote development in the

target islands with the natural carrying capacities

of their ecosystems.
A programme or project to simply limit or

curtail the movement of people from outer islands

to South Thrawa could look at other (that is,

legal/administrative) tools as well. However, in the

absence of appropriate social and economic incen-

tives, this latter set of policy tools is not likely to have

much success in Kiribati. They have not been suc-

cessfirl anywhere else on their own.

Prcgromme 5.2.1
Plonned urbanisation
and bola nced develoPment

Aim and scope
(a) To establish minimum standards or

benchmarks for development of land,

housing water, and sewage/waste
disposal in South Tarawa, and to
strengthen the capacity ofthose agencies

charged with urban management through
clearer policy directives and greater
resources.

(b) To understand the dynamic nature of the
forces controlling the development of
South Tarawa and the outer islands of
the Gilbert Group.

(c) To assess to what extent the dynamics

outlined above can be modified or
enhanced to achieve the obiectives of
bdanced developmenr

I

I

f
)

It
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Chapter I

Implementation
I

I

8., NE/\4S Tosk Force on
implementation

The first step is to formally establish a Thsk Force
to guide implementation. Without the will and
commitment needed for its implementation, the
National Environmental Management Strategy is
pointless. Hence, the selection of a core team who
will oversee its implementation, marshall necessary
resources, coordinate activities and spread the
message of commitment to the sustainable devel-
opment principle will be a necessary requirement.

At the requesr. of SPREP, the preparation of the
UNCED country report and the State of the
Environment Report (SOE) was guided by a
national task force set up for the purpose. Since
then, the Govemment of Kiribati has formally es-

tablished the Kiribari Thsk Force on rhe Environ-
ment (KTFE) to consider policy guidelines on
environmental matters. This body has overseen the
development of the NEMS and will probably over-
see its implementation as well.

The KTFE has membenhip drawn from the
Public Works Division; Lands and Survey Division;
Marine and Tourism Divisions (of MTCT); National
Planning Office; Agriculture and Fisheries Divi-
sions and the Environment Unit (of MENRD);
Curriculum Development Research Centre (of
MEST); the Ministry of Health, Family Planning
and Social We lfare; as well as from non€overnmen t
organisations like Aia Maea Ainen Kiribati (AMAK)
(the national women's group), and the National
Council of Churches. There may be a need to
ensure that there is effective participation by NGOs
and other community representatives. The KTFE
may also co-opt other members forspecialist advice
as required.

The KTFE has been divided up into smaller
operational committees to focus on separate action
strategies of the NEMS which means that it will be
more operational and effective. The KTFE could
have an advisory role to Cabinet and could con-
tinue reporting to the Minister for Environment
and Natural Resources Development. One of the
most important functions of the KTFE is to ensure
that funding is sought through the KTFE Secre-

tariat (Environmenr Unit) in time for proposed
implementation, and to ensure that review of pro
gress of the NEMS takes place regularly.

8.2 NEA4S implicotions

The draft NEMS document was reviewed by the
KTFE before it was finalised for Cabinet endorse-
ment. In reviewing the NEMS draft, the KTFE pri-
oritised strategies for action for immediate
consideration by government and donors. fu all
the strategies have programmes attached to them
for implementation, the KTFE prioritised the
strategies by assigning priorities to each of these

Programmes.
In the absence of clearenvironmental policies,

the prioritisation of strategies and programmes by
the KTFE amounts to policy guidance, and en-
dorsement by the Cabinet means official accept-
ance of such advice. Given the time needed for
policy development, this process of gaining govern-
ment endorsement. was seen as the most realistic
way of advancing the cause of environmental
management and sustainable development in Kiri-
bati. As proper policies are developed, there will be
some inevitable changes to the way the suategies
are implemented.

T
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Programmeprofil*

Programme Profite t.2. t

Development ond oPPlication of stondord EIA guidefines

Bockground

Aim and scoPe

Description

Cost estimates

Executing ogency

In-kind sup4;ort

Durotion

One of the most powerful policy tools available for the control of the
impact of human activities on the environment is Environmental lmPact

Assessment (EtA). ln the case of Kiribati, however, current legislation does

not make mandatory any EIA procedures, and mandatory EIA procedures
are not applied when determining the viability of development proiects. In

the current process of project developmeng environmental issues are

outlined by the proponent for consideration by the Planning Unit" then the

advice of the Environment Unit is requested.

To develop a set of standard EIA guidelines to be accompanied by detailed

administrative procedures for their implementation, and training of
responsible officers in ElA.

Guidelines would be prepared for the application of the EIA process to all

government and private sector development proposals. The preparation of
these guidelines requires technical assistance (a technical exPert) for a

one-month consultation, with a further month to Prepare and trial
proposed admin istrative procedures and conduct training.

Technical experts-2 months

Travel and accommodation

Publication/dissemination of EIA guidelines/procedures

Training in EIA

Total costs $us 42,000

The programme could be implemented quickly if funds could be secured.

The South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP) has already

offered assistance in development of EIA guidelines and in training.
Depending on use of SPREPT in-house technical expertise, the estimated

cost could be reduced.

The Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Development
(MENRD), in close consultation with the Ministry of Finance and Economic

Planning (MFEP), and the Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural Development
(MHARD).

MENRD will provide a national counterPart and logistical supporq while
MFEP will provide the service of a senior economic planner to assist the
EIA consultants.

2 months

20,000

10,000

2,000

10,000

''
,5

I

;

n
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Notronol hironmenul
Monagement Strotegy

Programme profile r.S. I

Reseorch lreview of resource-use customs ond trdditions

Bockground

Aim and scope

Descrrption

Cost estimdtes

Executing ogency

It is widely accepted that over the past 3,000 years, the r-Kiribati have
evolved customs and traditions which have been effective in ensuring
sustainability in living on atolls. These customs and traditions on land use
and fishing have proven effective in conserving resources and ensuring
their sustainable use.

More importantly, from the point of view of environmentar regisration
and enforcement, these traditions and customs have been so much part of
the atoll way of life and norms that they are more likery to engender
compliance than a well-meaning but alien piece of legislation. some of
these customs and traditions have already been incorporated with success
in some Kiribati by-laws, like the Local Government Act | 984, which has
proven to be quite an impoftant instrument for environmental
management and protection.

The environmental legislation review carried our as part of the NEMS
process (Pulea & Farrier 1994) has pointed out that there is more
potential in the area of custom law than has previously been appreciated
and used, and that there is a need to identif and incorporate more of the
l-Kiribati resource-use customs and traditions in a new umbrella
EnvironmentAct.

To research and identif those aspects of l-Kiribati customs and traditions
of resource use which could be incorporated into the proposed
EnvironmentAct.

The research could be carried out by a legal consultant with interest in
and experience of Pacific lsland customs and traditions on resource use.
Preferably, this same person would to on to draft the Environment Act for
Kiribati. lf not, then the researcher could be a postgraduate research
student or an l-Kiribati graduate, but would need to work very closely
with the Environment Act consultant.The research wourd require two
months consultation throughout Kiribati, with some assistance from local
experts on the subject matter.

Researcher-2 months

Travel and accommodation
t0,000

t0,000

Total costs $us 20,000

lf the research is carried out by the same person drafting the Environment
Act,then the costs could be reduced as he/she courd be doing both atthe
same time. However; if not, it would be more cost-effective to give a
research grant to a postgraduate student doing thesis work or an l-Kiribati
graduate interested in pursuing postgraduate studies in the subject area.

The Attorney-General's chambers in close coilaboration with the Ministry
of Home Affairs and Rural Development (MHARD) and the Ministry of
Environment and Naturd Resources Development (MENRD).
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Programme profiles

The Attorney-Generalt Chambers and MHARD will provide counterpart
support and MENRD will provide logistics supporL

2 months
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Notional Enironmentol
Monagement Strotegy

Programme profile 1.3.2

Prrydre and guide development of the notionol Environment Act

Bockground

Aim ond scope

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing agency

In-kind su?4ort

Durstion

There is no one comprehensive piece of environment legislation for
Kiribati although there are a number of existing ordinances dealing with
various aspects of the environment. Some of these ordinances could be
quite useful if and when enforced. Howeveq in general, there is a need to
update them and integrate their environmental regulatory content into
national umbrella legislation on the environmenr Indeed, the development
of specific environmental legislation is seen as an urgenr priority.

To build on the results of Programme profile 1.3. | , draft an Environment
Act and associated administrative policies and structure, and guide it
through the process of ratification. Socially acceptable and culturally
sensitive penalties for breaches of the Environment Act provisions should
also be determined as part of the project.

The Environment Act would be drafted based on the environmental
legislation review undertaken as parr of the NEMS process (Pulea & Farrier
1994). The results of the research programmes on resource-use customs
and traditions (see Programme profiles 1.3. I and 2.2.l) will provide an
imporant input into the drafting exercise. The work will be carried out in
consultation with both the national government and the local island
councils and will take three months. lt is important to tet the service of a

lawyer who is frmiliar with, and appreciative of, the role of customs and
traditions in Kiribati.

Legal drafuperson-3 months
Travel and accommodation

Workshops

Printing costs

30,000

t5,000

5,000

5,000

Total costs $us 55,000

The Attorney-General's Chambers in close collaboration with the Ministry
of Home Affairs and Rural Development (MHARD) and the Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources Development (MENRD).

The Attorney-General's Chambers will provide a national counterpart and
either MHARD or MENRD will provide logistical support"

3 months
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Programme profles

Programme Profile 2.l. I

Estoblishment of on environmentol educotion ond informotion section within
the Environment lJnit of the Ministry of Environment ond Noturof Resources
Development (MENRD)

Bockground

Aim and scoPe

Description

Environmental education is considered a critical factor in addressing the

current environmental problems and preventing future ones. Making

peopf e aware of the impact of their everyday actions and giving them a

capacity to change the way they do things would be a maior achievement

in environmental protection. Unfortunately, there is a lack of educational

and informative materials pertinent to Kiribati. Some efforts are under way

to address this problem within the fiormal education sector but more
needs to be done, especially in non-formal education.

More importantly,there is a need for a focal point within Kiribati to
push for and coordinate the production and use of such educational
materials;this includes resource persons. Reliance on short-term
consultancies to provide such information and service allows little chance

for skills ransfer to l-Kiribati, and results in an ongoing need for
short-term consultancies to address information needs.

To establish an environmental education and information section within
the Environment Unit of MENRD for the production and dissemination of
resources and environmental information, and to coordinate
environmental awareness campaigns under other proposed programmes in

this strategy document.

The establishment, of such an education section would require the
recruitment of a technical expert for two years to initiate the process and

train a national counterpart.The national counterpart could undergo
further specialised training in environmental education and production of
relevant materials at an overseas institution, perhaps during the second

year of the project, returning to take over from the expeft.
Initially, the project will locate and supplement resource information

for education and public awareness campaigns and coordinate
environmental materials for other ministries. The focus will then shift to
providing quality audio-visuals,hct sheets, information in poster form,
leaflets, newsletters and radio programmes for a variety of end-users such

as schools, government ministries, NGOs and community groups.
The project will also pay attention to the further identification of

information needs and liaison and coordination with other extension
programmes, particularly qgriculture and fisheries. Special effort will be

made to incorporate raditional knowledge (see Programme profile 2.2. l)
in the development of educative materials and other resources for
environmental awareness.
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Progromme profles

Progromme profile 2.1 .2

Environ mentof owareness workshops

Background

Aim ond scope

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing ogency

The need for greater environmental awareness could be further addressed

through a series of community workshops. As well, throughout the NEMS

process in Kiribati,the need for a 'bottom up' approach to environmental

planning and management was stressed, something which is further
highlighted in the State of the Environment Report for Kiribati (Wilson

r ee4).

Environmental awareness workshops can address the two issues

simultaneously: improve the environmental awareness of participants; and

allow for their participation in the discussion of local issues, formulation of
strategies and, ultimately, direction of policy.

To promote environmental awareness throughout Kiribati and to engender

grass-roots participation in environmental planning and management.

Given their contact with the communities, the NGOs including church

groups and the councils would play the key role in organising

environmental awareness workshops,with the Ministry of Environment
and Natural Resources Development (MENRD) and other government
ministries providing support where appropriate. These workshops need to
reach as wide an audience as possible and should lnclude outer islands.

Some community groups should also be used in the organisation and

running of workshops but, like NGOs and island councils, they need some

prior training. An important component of the proiect, therefore, is training
for those groups that will be involved in organising and running workshops.

Such groups include island councils, island development committees, village

women's groups, youth groups, island community workers etc.
The training workshops should run over two years, aiming to cover

major population areas within each of the three main groups - the
Gilbert and Phoenix Groups, and the Line lslands - within the first year.

Special effort will be made to incorporate traditional knowledge (see

Programme profile 2.2.1) into the workshop materials.

lnternal travel and accommodation (for resource persons) 20,000

Tarawa workshops ( l0 at $2,000 each)

Outer islands workshops (10 at $2,500 each)

20,000

25,000

Total costs $us 65,000

The Environment Unit, Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources

Development (MENRD), in close consultation with the Ministry of Home
Affuirs and Rural Development (MHARD) and the Ministry of Education,

Science and Technology (MEST). There will be close collaboration with
implementing agencies including island councils, NGOs, churches, and some

community groups.
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Progromme profles

Programme profile 2.1 .3

Development of environmental foct sheets, educotionol resources ond
audio-visual oids, and olternative media for oworeness compoigns

Bockground

Aim and scope

Description

Cost estimotes

As mentioned under Programme profile 2. l.l, perhaps the most critical
area of need in terms of educative materials is in non-formal education.
Non-government organisations, church groups and community groups are
expected to participate in running environmental awareness workshops.

Unfortunately,little is known about what these groups need by way of
information and institutional assistance to permit them to deliver accurate
environmental messages to rural communities in ways that can be
understood. There is undoubtedly a need to develop the kinds of materials
and suppoft the type of media (plays, songs, speech competitions etc.)
which NGOs and other community groups can best use, and which have

proven effective in disseminating ideas tlrrough the communities.

The establishment of the proposed environmental education and
information section within the Environment Unig Ministry of Environment
and Natural Resources Development (MENRD) would spearhead the
efforts to produce educative materials, but the information needs of
NGOs and other community groups are considered special enough to
warrant a separate effort.

To identif and develop environmental information resources and
alternative media for the community education proSrammes of NGOs,
churches and other groups with extensive community networks.

The initial focus of the project would be to identif the environmental
information needs of NGOs, churches and other groups, and appropriate
media tools for delivery of messages by such troups. A number of issues

which urgently need the attention of the public have been identified under
each of the proposed strategies, and these should form the starting point
for development of information resources. They should be further refined
by awareness workshops (see Programme profiles 2. 1.2 and 5.1.l) and by a
special workshop convened for representatives of NGOs, church groups
etc., to review and further clarify their information needs. The NGO
efforts in using alternative media tools also need to be supported. Special

effort will be made to integrate traditional knowledge (see Programme
profile 2.2. l) into educative materials and programmes for NGOs and
similar community troups.

Technical assistance (NGO information needs;
alternative media tools)-3 months

Workshop for needs identification

Workshop on use of community plays, songs, speeches,
spoms etc. in environmental education programmes

Printing and materials production

15,000

10,000

10,000

20,000

$us 55,000To6l costs
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Programme profiles

rogromme profile 2.2.,

)ocumen totion ornd integrotion of troditional knowledge
ond manogernent systems into the educotion system

fupects of rraditional knowledge and management Practices which

ensured sustainable living on Kiribatifor thousands of years are being

placed under pressure from Western land management models which,from

the viewpoint of environmental sustainability, are unProven. This is

particularly evident on Tarawa where the Western influence is greatesL On

the outer islands this influence is less evident and traditional knowledge

and values are still adhered to.
However, even where traditional resource-use and protection

principles may still be adhered to, specific Practices are being placed under

pressure. Yet it is these which are crucial to the development of alternative

management systems for today. The deterioration of traditional agricultural

and subsistence systems is seen :rs one of the most, serious constraints to

sustainable development in Kiribati at Present
The education q/stem in Kiribati should stress the importance of, and

provide training on, traditional resource values and management Thus, any

effort to revive and incorporate any of the traditional resource use

practices must begin with the documentation of as much of such

knowledge as possible for integration into our school q/stems.

To document traditional resource knowledge and management systems

and incorporate them into the education system'

The programme will:

(a) provide a new impetus to documenting traditional resource knowledge;

(b) establish a database of traditional knowledge for possible combinatjon

of traditional and imported systems,to create management systems

effective in Kiribati;

(c) integrate traditional knowledge into the modern education s)'stem

through the development of new curriculum materials for schools and

trainee teachers;

(d) integrate traditional knowledge into the new umbrellg Environment

Act.

The programme would run for two years to initiate tie research and

documentation. Two l-Kiribati officers would be recruited to assist the

technical expert in collecting and documenting information. These l-Kiribati
officers would be trained in daabase maintenance.

In its second yean the programme would work closely with the

Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Development (MENRD)'

the curriculum unit of Ministry of Education, Science and TechnologT

(MEST) and the Attorney-General's Chambers to ensure the effective

integration of traditional knowledge into the Environment Act, the

environmenal education progmmmes, and agricultu ral/fi sheries and other
extension programmes.
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Notionol Enironmenul
Manopment Strotegy

Cost estimotes

Etrecuting ogency

In-kind suppot'a

Durotlon

Technical assistanc*2 years

Wages-2 )tears (2 l-Kiribati offcers)
Materials and support for Cultural Division, MEST

(video tapes and VCRJTV,cameras, cassettes,
tape recorder)

Internal travel and accommodation

t00,000

40,000

10,000

10,000

Total costs $us 150,000

The Cultural Division of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technologr
in close collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources Development, Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural Developmeng
and the Attorney-General's Chambers.

The four government ministries involved will provide one counterpart
each to assist in and get training on the maintenance and incorporation of
traditional knowledge into their various sector pnogrammes. MENRD and
MEST will provide logistical support.

2 years
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Progromme profiles

Progromme profile 3., .,

Yulnerability ossessment and coastal zone protection

Background

Aim and scoPe

Descri,ption

While the actual impact of climate change at the local level has not been

assessed, the issue of global warming and sea-level rise and its possible

impact on the enviroriment is of critical concern to the government and

people of Kiribati. Kiribati is voicing its concerns on the international front

to make the international community realise the seriousness of the

predicted sea-level rise to small,low-lying islands'

on the home front, there is felt a need to take actions to anticiPate

the effects of predicted sea-level rise which, as has been noted in this

strategy document, can lead to an increase in coastal eroSion, increased

vulnerability to storm surges and wind, and increased salinity of the

fresh-water lens. Preliminary work has been done to assess Kiribati's

vulnerability to acceterared sea-level rise (woodroffe & McLean 1992) and

this will form the basis of further work

(a) To review work already done on Kiribati's vulnerability to proiected

sea-level rise, and advance it to a level where it is possible for

economic and resource development planners to Senerate appropriate

coastal zone management strategies.

(b) To institute early protecdon measures aganist coastal erosion through

coastal vetetatio n establ i sh ment an d rehabi litati on'

The assessment of island vulnerability would include assessment of
coastal exposure to greater erosive forces and inundation of land, sea

ports and airports, roads and causeways; fresh-water lenses and salt-water

intrusion; and impacts on flora and huna, agricultural production' sewate

disposal, and cultural and historical sites.

The vulnerability assessment comPonent of the Programme would fund

the conduct by Kiribati agencies of an assessment of the Potential impacts

of sea-level rise on the environment as a whole. lt would:

(a) review work already done in Kiribati;

(b) reassess and clarifi isldnd vulnerability to sea-level rise; and

(c) develop island protection strareties, and prioritised programmes for

strategy implementation based on that assessment'

The coastal revegetation component is a practical measure which

would entail expansion of nursery capacity and establishment of belts of
suitable coastal species to aid both the protection of the coastal zone

against erosion and the rehabilitation of eroded areas. Additional personnel

ti be engaged for three years include a local project coordinator for the

vulnerability assessment comPonent and five local staff for nursery

production and tree establishment under an Agriculture Division (Ministry

of Environment and Natural Resources Development) supervisot:
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Notionol Environmenml
IITa n o ge m ent Stroteglr

Cost estimstes

Executing ogency

ln-ktnd support

Durstion

Vulnerabil ity assessment

Project coordinato6 locd staff support, internal travel,
cartographic assistance, liaison with
European Community programme,
minor equipment and materials

Coastal revegetation
Nursery operation, plant establishment and tending

Local staff-field sta,ff (5) and supervisor
' Nursery and planting equipment and materials

Freight and transport

Total costs $us 28o,ooo

The Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Development
(MENRD). lmplementation of the vulnerability assessment componenr
would be through the Erwironment Unit, in close consultation with the
Kiribati Task Force on the Environmenq with the implementation of coastal
revegetation component by the Agriculrure Division.

MENRD will provide logistical and other ofice supporr

3 years

100,000

100,000

50,000

30,000
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Progromme profile 3.2. I

Resource lnformotion System deyefoPment

Bockground

Aim and scoPe

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing agency

In-kind suflPort

Duraion

A technical database on natural resources is vital for making correcc
technical decisions and is, therefore, an essential tool for formulating sound
policies and programmes. There are various efforts under way to fill
existing gaps in information, particularly on marine aspects.

More efforts are needed, but for the immediate future they need to be

concentrated on establishing a national resource information system and

database, with the collation of existing scientific/technical data as the first
step before undertaking further surveys.At the moment,there is no
resource information system in operation. As a result, available
environmental, demographic and climatic data are not accessed through an

interactive, geograph ic-based, Reso u rce I nfo rmation System (RlS).

To develop and establish a computer based, user-friendly Resource
lnformation System, including establishment of an information retrieval
network, and training in system use.

The programme will fund the development and establishment of a
computer database to store essential information on Kiribati's resource
base. The protramme would fund a Geographic lnformation System (GlS)

specialist for l8 months to (a) design and commission a national Resource
Information System (KlRlS); and (b) train the main potential users of the
KIRIS.

Technicalassistance-18 months 180,000

Hire of data input staff 50,000

Equipment (computer terminals and peripherals, software) 50,000

Tiaining 10,000

Total costs $us 290,000

The Environment Unit in close collaboration with the Agriculture and
Fisheries Divisions of the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources
Development (MENRD).

MENRD will collate existing information before the arrival of the database

expert, and provide a national counterpart to assist the latter and receive
training in systems use and database updating. lt will also provide logistical
and other office support in cooperation with the Lands and Survey

Division, Ministry of Home Afhirs and Rural Development (MHARD).

2 years
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Progromme profile 3.4. I

Strength ening ogriculturat quorantine

Background

Aim and scope

Description

Cost estimotes

The huna and flora of Kiribati have already been greatly modified by
human settlement and the introduction of exotic plants and animals. Many
of the insect pests and diseases of plants and animals which constrain
agricultural production were introduced into Kiribati through plants and
animals.lf Kiribati is to prevent the further introduction of damaging exotic
insect pests and diseases of plants and animals, then it needs to improve
the level of quarantine protection

To improve the level of quarantine protection in Kiribati against the
introductjon of damaging exoric insect pests and diseases of plants and
animals.

The programme would provide technical assistance to:
(a) review existing quarantine operations;
(b) prepare animal and plant quarantine reference manual/computer

software;
(c) expand quarantine staff and facilities for Kiritimari;
(d) expand training programmes for quarantine staff;
(e) improve infrastructural suppon such as incinerators and fumigation

chambers on South Thrawa and Kiritimati:and
(0 prepare animal disease outbreak contingency plans.

Given the scope and costs of these requirements, it might be more
manageable to address them in two or three discrete proiects: perhaps
one combining (a), (b) and (0; another addressing staffing and raining, that
is, (c) and (d); and a third to cater for capital developmeng
that is, (c) and (e).

Technical assistance

Review Kiribati operations- | month
Prepare reference manuals-3 months

10,000

30,000

Kiritimati quarantine oftce equipment" and frcilities
including boat for inspection of itinerant yachts g0,000

Construction of buildings 50,000

Procurement of equipment and marerials,
including fumigators and incinerators, safety gear 65,000

Training

In-service resource materials

Training abroad for entomological
and quaranti ne assistants

Attachments to quarantine services abroad
Animal disease contingency plans

(Mt Macedon, Australia) training and
plan preparation for quarantine veterinarian 10,000

5,000

25,000

r0,000
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Programme profile 3.5.,

Pilot trial of hybrid Pawer generotion for smoll communities

Bockground

Aim ond scope

Descri,ption

Cost estimotes

Kiribati has already experimented with alternative sources of energy to try
to reduce its reliance on imported fossil fuel. The Japanese lnternational

Cooperation Agency (JICA) funded a pilot rural solar electrification study

in North Tarawa, and the insalled units are now the property of the Solar

Energy Company Ltd, which was established with USAID assistance in

| 985.

Experience with the North Tarawa project was positive but a

constraint may be the capital cost per household, which was estimated to
be $A2,500. Australia, France and Japan are at the forefront of technology

advances in the use of hybrid diesel/photoelectric power generation

systems to supplement diesel power for larger communities, but none of
these systems has yet undergone trial in Kiribati. There is also a need to

compare the economics and utility of diesel generation, photoelectricity,

and the diesel/photoelectric hybrid generation systems before a decision is

made on how to proceed.

To investigate ways of reducing dependence on imported diesel,
particularly in the outer islands, through a pilot study of hybrid
diesel/photoelectric power generation systems at a series of test sites in

the Gilbert Group.

The proposed pilot study would run for four years and include
procurement of equipment, training on installation and system

maintenance, and procurement of initial supply of spare parts for system

backup. The programme would be in three steps:

(a) field survey to select suitable sites for the pilot study or to reconfirm

the suitability of sites already chosen;

(b) selection of hybrid power q/stems to be used in the study, which could

reguire travel overseas by a representative of the Energl Planning Unit

of the Ministry of Works and Energy; and

(c) training on system operation and maintenance.

Technical assistance--6 months spread over 4 years

Step l: site selection

Step 2: system selection

Travel

Procurement, installation, spare parts

Step 3: system raining
Additional localstaff (2for 4 years each)

for outer islands, and administrative support

Staff training for Energy Planning Unit

60,000

5,000

t5,000

t50,000

30,0m

80,0m

20,0m

60

Total costs $us 360,000
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Notional Enironmentol
Management StrotegY

Programme Profile 3.5. I

Ra i nwate r co nsentaiti on

Background

Aim ond scope

Description

As noted in this strate$/ document, there has been increasing concern in

Kiribati regarding excessive dependence on bores and wells for supply of

drinking water.The sustainable yield of Tarawa's fresh-water lenses is

limited due to the amount of rainwater that can be stored, the percentage

of rainfall that becomes fresh water, and the amount of rainfall within a
particular period. Rainwater must therefore be utilised fully.

There is growing concern, however, that there is a lack of conservation

and use of rainwater. Closer attention to rainwater catchment and storage

in South Tarawa would reduce the reliance on water supplied by the Public

Utilities Board. But as there seems to be some preference for groundwater

in the mixing of toddy,there is a need to address such culturaland/or
social aspects of the issue. Many well-intended development proiects in the

Pacific have faltered simply because of the failure to consider the cultural

and social preferences ofthe recipients.

To promote mpdmum conservation of rainwater in Kiribati, particularly

the dry southern islands of the Gilbert Group, by means of:

(a) construction of rainwater catchments, surface and underground

storage on all major government buildings with large roof areas in

SouthTarawa:

(b) an expansion of the household rainwater catchment programme by

constructing further Water catchments and increased water storage

capacity;

(c) support for similar construction of communiq/ storage on public

buildings including churches and meeting halls;

(d) the review of the enforcement of legal provisions requiring all new

buildings to have approved rainwater storage constructed; and

(e) reactivating previous public education campaigns against water wastage.

The project would have three phases: (a) desigu (b) construction; and (c)

public education. The design phase would involve recruitment of a

hydrologist to analyse daily rainfall data so that an optimum size of
rainwater tank for a Particular roof can be determined;the investigation of

cause of leakage in ferro-cement tanks and assessment of whether leaking

tanks can be sealed economically; and construction of various Protoq/Pe
tanks and cisterns to determine the designs most appropriate to Kiribati.

The subsequent construction phase would be undertaken on all maior

government buildings currentb/ not equipped with water storage; and

consrruction of household water storage by householders. Wherever
possible, private contractors would undertake the actual construction

activity under the supervision of the Public Work Division, Ministry of

Works and Energy.

The third phase, public awareness campaigns, will be undertaken by the

Public Works Division, Ministry of Works and Energy (MWE) in close

consultation with the Ministry of Environment'and Natural Resources

Development (MENRD) and the Ministry of Education, Science and

Technology (MEST).
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Programme profile 4. t.2

Reyiew current sewoge disposol systetns

Background

Aim ond scope

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing agency

ln-kind suport

Durotion

Sewerage q/stems were constructed at the three main government
centres - Betio, Bairiki and Bikenibeu - to improve the level of
sanitation and avoid a recurrence of the 1977 cholera epidemic.The
sewerage systems, currently managed by the Public Utilities Board (PUB),

were specifically developed for Tarawa, and sea water is used for flushing.

The sewage is discharged at the outer edge of the reef from outfalls

situated on the reef slope.
An outhll reconnaissance survey was conducted in October 1985 to

establish whether there were any significant effects on public health or tlre
marine environment from the discharge of sewage to the ocean. The

survey found minimal potential risks to public health and the environment
Howevei it is now eight years since the survey was conducted, and

there has been an increase in the number of toilets connected to the
sewerage q/stem. There are also significant problems with leaks and

blockages so that the whole system should be reassessed for efficiency and

safery. More connections to the system are needed, but first the systeml
capacity should be determined. More importantly, an ongoing maintenance

programme is needed.

To assess the condition of the salt-water sewerage system in South Tarawa

to determine its capacity for more connections; its impact on public health

and the environment; and its maintenance requirements.

The programme would fund an expert to carry out the assessment/survey

and make recommendations on how to alleviate the problems. These

recommendations should be in the form of a proiect proposal. The survey

should take one month.

Technical assistance-2 months

Traveland DSA

Workshop

Total costs $us 35,000

The Public Utilities Board, Ministry of Works and Energy (MWE) in close

consultation with the Ministry of Health, Family Planning and Social Welfare
(MHFP&SV$, the Tarawa Urban Council, and the Ministry of Home Affairs

and Rural Development (MHARD).

MWE and MHFP&SW will provide counterparts to assist with the survey,

and MWE will provide logistical and other office supporr

2 months

10$m

10,000

5,000
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Progromme Profles

Progromme Prcfite 4., .3

prqorotion ofo solid woste manogement ond disposof Programme

Boclground

Aim ond scoPe

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing ogencY

Withlimitedspaceforlandfills,thedisposalofsolidwastehasbecomea
maior concern in Kiribati.Initial attempts have been made to determine

theamount,theconstituentsandcontentsofsolidwastesthatarefast
accumulating on South Tarawa lt appears t'hat much of what is being

thrown away is organic and could therefore be used as comPost'which in a

counrry like Kiribati would seem to be the natural thing to do' Finding safe

disposa|areasforsolidwasteonlandisadifficulttask,andthecurrent

Practiceofdumpingwastealongtheshore|ineishavinganadverseimpact
onthemarineenvironmentandpublichea|th.Aproiectfundedbythe
EuropeanCommunitytoremoveabandonedvehiclesandmachineryis
planned for 1994 ani will address that component of the waste $ream'

To determine the best ways of managing the disposal of solid waste'

including the reduction of waste stream' particularly that of a

non-biodegradable nature.

Theprogrammewi||providetechnica|assistancetodesignaplanfor
minimisingwasteandimprovingitsdisposal.Specifica||y,theplanshou|d
develop waYs of
(a)minimisingtheamountofwaste,particular|ynon.biodegradab|ewaste;

iUl pro.oaing/maximising the recycling of waste such as bottles'tins'

plastics etc.;

(c) improving the collection and disposal systems' as well as disposal sites

for solid hazardous waste, again with special emphasis on recycling and

reduction of the waste stream; and

(d) improving landfill designs and operations in South Tarawa'

An assessment will have to be made of the types and amount of waste

generated, particularly in South Tarawa-Two months would be needed to

complete the task. Ett* will be made to involve the communities in the

discussion of the problems and solutions' through workshops and other

forms of consultation.

Technical assistance-2 months

Traveland DSA

Workshops (5 at $2,000 each)

20,000

10,000

t0,000

$us 4o,o0o
Total costs

The Environment Unit, Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources

Development (MENRD) in close collaboration with the Public Works

Division, Ministry of Works and Energy (MWE)'the Talawa Urban Council'

Betio Town Council,the Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural Development

(MHARD) and the Environmental Health Secdon' Ministry of Health'

iamily Planning and SocialWelfare (MHFP&SW'
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Progromme profile 4.2. I

Notionaf laboratory: feasibility study

Bocl<ground

Aim and scoPe

Description

Cost estimotet

Executing agency

ln-kind su|Port

Durotion

Another aspect of environmental protection is the careful control of
residual chemicals in food and water. The tight control of importation of
toxic chemicals, their storage, sale, use, and the disposal of containers is

one facet. Another of equal importance is the regular monitoring for
chemical residues of water and of food being sold in the markets and

stores. This calls for an effort to strengthen national caPacit)t to monitor
and analyse the level of toxins in food and water.

The Ministry of Health, Family Planning and Social Welfare
(MHFP&SW) operates a laboratory at the new Tungaru hospital to provide

health support services. The laboratory could be redesigned to allow space

for the preparation of samples and the analysis of foodstufft (vegetables,

cereals, fruits, meat, milk products) and water for residues of hazardous

chemicats. A major constraint is the non-availability of 6ained, experienced,

local laboratory technicians.

To determine the feasibility of making Kiribati independent for the conduct

of chemical analysis of water and of imported and locally produced

foodstuffs, to protect the public against the misuse of pesticides and other
toxic chemicals.

The programme would be in four steps:

(a) a feasibility study on the viability of establishint a national laboratory
through expansion of the existing MHFP&SW laboratory or
establishment of another facility;

(b) provision of physical laboratory facilities, analytical equipment,

glassware, chemicals, etc;

(c) recruitment of an analpical chemist for two years; and

(d) training of local staff.

The details for steps (b), (c) and (d) would be included in the feasibility

study report,although much work has already been done on laboratory
equipment and similar needs by the Agriculture Division of the Ministry of
Environment, and Natural Resources Development (MENRD)'

Technical assistance for feasibility study
2 consultants, each for I month (chemist and economist) 20,000

Traveland DSA 10,000

Total costs $us 30,000

The Ministry of Health, Family Planning and Social Welfare (MHFP&SW) in

close consultation with the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources Development (MENRD).

MHFP&SW and MENRD will provide counterParts to assist with the study

as well as logistical support.

I month
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Progromme Profile 4.3. I

lmplementotion of the

Background

Aim and scope

Descri,ption

Cost estimates

Fscecuting agency

In-kind suport

Durstion

contingency plon to counter morine pollution

The sinking in May 1993 of a United States purse seine tuna boat
approximately 95 nautical miles to the west of Abaiang highlighted the ever

increasing risk of a major oil spill occurring and the need, therefore, for
marine and port staff to maintain some sort of readiness to deal with such

emergencies. Marine resources represent the only real basis for sustainable

development in Kiribati, so their protection from any and all kinds of
pollution is vital. Kiribati has prepared a contingency plan to deal with
marine pollution emergencies and requires the provision of equipment and

the completion of training to ensure that the requirements of the
contingency plan are implemented.

To determine and acquire the type of equipment that would be required to
combat the type of marine emergencies most likely experienced in Kiribati
waters; to determine the most appropriate training courses to ensure that

the operation of such equipment was being carried out according to
specification; and to determine sources of funds for the purchase of
equipment

The programme willfund a marine pollution expert for one month to
prepare a list of necessary equipment and a source of equipment for
purchase; to determine the most appropriate training programmes for the
operators of such equipmenc and to identiff funding sources for such

equipment and services.

Technical assistance-l month

Traveland DSA

Equipment

Training in-country

Total costs $us | 05,000

Ministry of Ti'ansport,Communication and Tourism (MTCT) in close
consultation with the Environment Unit, the Ministry of Environment and

Natural Resources Development (MENRD).

MTCT will provide a counterpart to assist the consultant as well as

logisticaland other office support

Initial phase: I month

10,000

5,000

80,000

10,000
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Programme profile 5.1 .l

Populotio n policy development

Bocl<ground

Aim and scope

Description

Cost estimates

Etcecuting ogency

ln-kind suport

Duration

The Kiribati government recognises the problems associated with rapid

population growth and has formalised its intention of reducing the growth

rate to 2.2 per cent by 1995, and to 2.0 Per cent by 2000. The

government's long-term aim is to create awareness of the benefits of small

Lmilies and promote family planning methods so that the fertility rate will

be reduced to a levelwhere the population growth rate will ultimately

reach zero. What is needed as a matter of priority is to develop and

implement a national populadon policy to guide Programmes and proiect

activities aimed at achieving the stated targets for population growth. This

is being done through the Ministry of Health, Family Planning and Social

Welfare (MHFP&SV$.

One of the most important functions of a national population policy is

to ensure the integration of population issues into environmental planning

and managemenr A national population policy should also include realistic

goals (populadon growth rates etc.), a time frame, and resource provisions

for achieving the goals.

To develop, refine and implement the population policy for Kiribati.

The programme will fund the development of a population policy,which

will be carried out in two stages:

(a) the conduct of workshops on population issues and their implications

for sustainable development and, within the context of workshops, to
clarifi issues to be addressed in a population policy; and

(b) production of a draft population policy for discussion with government

and communities.

This will require rhe service of a population policy exPert for six

months.

Technical assistance--6 montjrs

Traveland DSA

lnternal travel

Workshops ( l0 at $2,000 each)

Printing and materials production

Total costs $us 90,000

The Family Planning Unit of the Ministry of Health, Family Planning and

SocialWelfare (MHFP&SW) in collaboration with the Environment Unit,

Ministry of Environment and Naturd Resources Development (MENRD).

MHFP&SW will provide a counterPart and some resource persons and

materials and logistical support while MENRD will provide some resource

persons and materials.

6 months

30,000

20,000

10,000

20,000

10,000
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Monagement Strategy

Progromme Profile 5.2. I

Planned urbanisation

Background

Aim and scope

Description

ond balonced development

One of the most significant demographic features of Kiribati is the uneven

distribution of the population. Over 90 per cent of the total population
(72,798) live in the Gilbert Group, with one third of the total population
squeezed on the tiny islets of urbanised South Tarawa. The population
density overall is 85 per sq km.

ln South Tarawa, however,the density is 1,5l5 per sq km, and on Betio,
the ratio is a staggering 4,500 per sq km. By the end of the century, the
density of population on Betio is expected to rival that of Hong Kong.
Rapid urbanisation, with people moving from the outer islands to South
Tarawa, has been the single most important contributing factor (Thaman er
al. 1992).

The result of overpopulation in the urban areas has been to exceed
the natural carrying capacity of South Tarawa islec. A host of other (social)

problems have emerged with the rapid increase in the number of people
resid i ng in South Tarawa: gro undwater depletion and pollution; overfi shi ng
garbage/sewage disposal problems; coastal erosion; shortage of firewood;
and generally poorer health and sanitation with a relatively high infant
mortality rate and low life expectancy, and increasing incidence of
nutrition-related, non-communicable diseases.

It is widely understood, however, that many of these problems could
be overcome with proper urban planning/implementation, and a stronger
commitment to diverting some of the development initiatives to the outer
islands so as not to focus all development on South Tarawa.

(a) 'lir establish minimum standards or benchmarks for development of
land, housing, water, and sewage/waste disposal in South Tirawa, and to
strengthen the capacity of those agencies charged with urban
management through clearer policy directives and greater resources.

(b) To understand the dynamic nature of the forces controlling the
development of South Tarawa and the outer islands of the Gilbert
Group.

(c) lir assess to what extent the dynamics outlined above can be modified
or enhanced to achieve the objectives of balanced development.

The programme would fund the development of an economic planning
strategy for the Gilbert Group including an urban masrer plan for South
Tarawa, and also provide resources for personnel, equipment, and training
for those agencies charged with urban management. The priority is to
develop, through a wide process of consultation, some clear economic
planning and development directions, and minimum standards or
benchmarks for the further.development of land, housing, water, and
sewage/waste disposal in South Tarawa and other islands of the Gilbert
Group.

The master plan should also propose appropriate administrative
struccures and policies for effective implementation to avoid overlapping
responsibilities and mandates. The plan would speciry resources needed by
those agencies which will be dealing with urban management, in the form
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Progromme profles

Cost estimotes

Executing ogency

|ln-kind su?porJ

Durotion

of a capacity-buifding project proposal. A drarft of the plan would be
submitted for further public consultation before finalising it for Cabinet
consideration.

Technical assistance-{ months

Tizveland DSA

Workshops (5 at 92,000 each)

Printing

t00,000

20,000

t0,000

10,000

t

Total costs $US 1,f0,000

The Lands and Survey Division of the Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural
Development (MHARD), in close consultation with the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Planning (MFEP),local government,rhe Ministry of Health,
Family Planning and Social Welfare (I-'4HFP&SW) and the Environment Unit,
Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources Development (MENRD).

MHARD and perhaps MFEP will each provide a counterparr to assisr in the
preparation of the plan and the consultation, as well as logistical support.

6 mornhs

I
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Programme profles

Cost estimotes

Executing olgency

In-kind su2port

Durotion

Preparato ry phase (project formulation)

Consultants

(hydrologist 3 months; water engineer 2 years)

Civilworks
Contingency l0%

Household constructions

(loan funds for on-lending to householders for
construction of new catchment systems or repair
and expansion of existing ones)

Public awareness campaigns

Training

Total costs $us 3,250,000

Different donors could fund separate components of the Prograrme.
A loan from the fuian Development Bank could be negotiated but to avoid

unrealistic repayment obligations, it may be better to restrict the loan to
funds which are to be lent to the public (that is, $US 1,000,000 for
household rainwater system construction). The possibility of a capital grant
($US 1,500,000 for civil works) from the United Nations Capital
Development Fund (UNCDF) could be investigated, and other multilateral
(UNDP) and bilateral (Australia and New Zealand) donors could be

approached for technical assistance grants for project formulation,
consultants, public awareness campaigns and training.

Public Works Division, Ministry of Works and Energy (MWE).The
Development Bank of Kiribati would implement the lending scheme for
household rainwater catchment construction, and the Public Works
Division in close consultation with the Ministry of Environment and

Natural Resources Development (MENRD) and the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology (MEST) would implement the public awareness and

training components.

MWE would provide national counterparts and logistical/office supporc
MENRD and MEST would also provide personnel and logistical support for
public awareness campaigns and training.

3 years

50,000

200,000

1,500,000

150,000

l,@0,000

200,000

150,000
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Progrsmme Profile 3.6.2

Protection of sPeciol habitots ond species

Boclground

Aim ond scoPe

Descrfption

Cost estimotes

Executing agency

Although Kiribati is limited in terms of terrestrial biodiversity, some
uninhabited atolls and islets are globally imponant sea bird rookeries with
important roles in the oceanic ecosystems. They also contain significant
populations of rare birds.

However, in general the resource base in Kiribati is so limited that
populations will not be sustained for much longer unless conservation or
protective regimes are effective. As it is, much of Kiribati's terrestrial and
marine flora and fauna have been severely affected by generations of
human habitation and use, and by unsustainable resource-use practices
characteristic of the modern development ethos. With regards to
indigenous plants, many of which have high cultural and utilitarian values
(providing food, timber, fuel, medicine, shelter), they are not being planted
or protected by todayl generation, with the result that some of them are
endangered, if not extinct.

Preliminary analyses of available data indicate that the 29 indigenous
plant species in Kiribati have at least 170 uses,although many of these have
lapsed with the advent of modern technology and medicine. Similarly, an
increasing number of marine species of economic, nutritional and cultural
importance are declining in number and size, with some evidence of local
extinction of some species of giant clams, coconut crabs, sea turtles and
sea birds.

The loss of these species has a direct bearing on the livelihood of the
l-Kiribati,and on the overall balance of the ecosysrems in which they were
found. An example of a special habitat which needs protection because of
its critical role in protecting the foreshore and in spawning marine life is
the mangrove (see Programme profile 3.6.3).

To identifr those special habitats and species which need protection and
establish protective or conservation regimes.

The programme will initially focus on identifing the critical habitats and
species for protection. The protection of biodiversity is an importarn
consideration, as is the cultural and utilitarian value of such habitats and
species. The programme will involve consultation over three months to
identi! such habitats and species and discuss ways of protecting them.

Technical assistance-3 months
Traveland DSA

Internal travel and accommodation for local members

Workshops

I

30,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Total costs $us 60,000

Environment Unit in close consultation with the Agriculture and Fisheries
Divisions of the Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources
Development (MENRD).
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ln-kind suPPort

Durotion

MENRD will provide a national counterpart to assist in the survey and

consultations, as well as logistical support for the survey and workshops.

3 months
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Progromme profile 3.6.3

Conseryotion and monagement of mongroves

Baclcground

Aim ond scope

Description

Cost estimates

Executing ogency

ln-kind suPPort

Durotion

Research assistant-2 years

Equipment

lnternal travel and accommodation

Workshops (5 at $2,000 each)

Report printing

Mangroves are now recognised as critical habitats which need

conservation. They play a vital role in the sustainable development of
Kiribati; they offer protection against coastal erosion and salt sprays
(agriculture), while providing spawning grounds for the many types of
marine life on which l-Kiribati are dependent for their livelihood.
Mangroves also provide building materials and firewood.In Kiribati,
mangroves are being used (for building materials and firewood) and

destroyed (to make way for causeways and milkfish ponds) at an alarming

rate. Given their critical role in the Kiribati ecosystems - indeed, in the

livelihood of l-Kiribati - they need to be managed in a sustainable mannen

To determine the best way of managing and developing/using the
mangroves of Kiribati in a sustainable manne6 and to investigate the
designation of mangrove reserve areas to ensure ongoing protection.

The programme would provide the Atoll Research Programme (ARP) of
the University of the South Pacific with a research assistant, equipment and

other resources to enable it to:
(a) survey and determine the status ofthe mangroves and the pressure

they are under;
(b) conduct an awareness campaign on the importance of mangroves;

(c) consult with communities and the government and develop an action
plan to conserve and sustainably manage the mangroves.

t5,000

8,000

5,000

t0,000

1,500

Total costs $us 39,500

The Atoll Research Programme (ARP), University of the South Pacific in
close collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and Natural
Resources Development (MENRD).

The Atoll Research Programme will provide a programme coordinator and

logistical and other office support.

2 years
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Progromme Profile 3.6.4

Reyiew and improye conseryotion orrangements for the Phoenlx Group
ond Line lsfonds

Bockground

Aim ond scope

Descri,ption

Cost estimotes

Executing ogency

ln-kind support

Durotion

Reserves and wildlife sanctuaries have been established in the Phoenix

Group and the Line lslands. The islets of these grouPs are globally

important sea bird rookeries with important roles in the oceanic

ecosystems. They also contain significant populations of rare birds.

But these two groups, particularly the northern islands of the Line

lslands, are also the target of a resettlement Protramme to alleviate
population pressures in South Tarawa and balance out the distribution of
population. Already on Kiritimati in the Line lslands, the human population

is having an impact on the natural habitats of birds and marine life'

There is a need, therefore, to review the present situation and plans to
determine how best to balance the requirements of a protected area

against the needs of human populations. Similarly, the need for marine

reserves should be reviewed.

To review the present status of the reserves and wildlife sanctuaries in the

Phoenix Group and Line lslands and recommend the best ways of ensuring

the protection of critical habitats and species while allowing for the
requirements of human populations.

Technical assistance for the review could be recruited under the South

Pacific Biodiversity Conservation Programme (SPBCP) administered by the
South Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP). The review,

including consultations, should take two months. The recommendations of
the review team would be submitted to the Kiribati Task Force on the
Environment before being taken to Cabinet for approval.

Technicalassistance (2for 2 months each)

Traveland DSA

lnternal travel and accommodation for local members

Equipment for ecological surveys

Printing

40,000

20,000

r0,000

10,000

5,000

Total costs

The Environment Unic and the Wildlife Conservation Unit in close
collaboration with the Agriculture and Fisheries Divisions, Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources Development (MENRD) and the

Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural Development (MHARD).

MENRD will provide national counterparts and logistical support.

2 months

$us 85,000
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Progromme profile 3.6.5

Estoblishr?ent of on orboretum of troditional cutturot
and medicinal plonts of Kriboti

Boclcgound

Aim ond rcope

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing ogency

ln-kind sup4ort,

Durotion

Many of the traditional cultural and medicinal plants of Kiribati are in
danger of extinction due to habitat modification and loss of utility. Such
plants are not only important for the preservation of l-Kiribati culture;
there is now increasing recognition of their medicinal, social and ecological
value.

Preliminary analys6s of available data indicate that the 29 indigenous
plant species in Kiribati have at least 170 uses,although many of these have
lapsed with the advent of modern technology and medicine. Unlike
previous generations, new generations are not making an effort either to
protect or replant surviving species. Under other strategies being
suggested here, efforts will be made to encourage the use and protection
of such plants. Bug 

"s 
in any other forestry or fruit tree project' there is

also a need to support such efforts through an arboretum.

To review the feasibility ol and write a proposal for; establishing an
arboretum of traditiond cultural and medicinal plants of Kiribati.

The programme would fund the recruitment of a botanist with special
interest in cultural and medicinal plants to review the flora of Kiribati and
the feasibility of establishing an arboretum. The botanist will be assisred by
an l-Kiribati expeft in traditional uses of plants.

Techn ical assistance-3 months
Traveland DSA

Recruitment of l-Kiribati expeft
Internal travel and accommodation

30,000

10,000

2,000

10,000

Totat costs $us 52,000

The Agriculture Division and the Environment Unit, Ministry of
Environment and Natural Resources Development (MENRD) in close
collaboration with the Cultural Division of the Ministry of Education,
Science and Technology (MEST).

MEST and MENRD will provide a national counterpart and logistics
support and other office supporc

3 months
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Programme Profile 3.6.6

lroining workshops on the conservotion and monagement of reefs
a,nd marine living resources in Kribati

Background

Aim ond scope

Description

Cost estimotes

Marine resources hold the best hope of sustainable development for
Kiribati. They are vast and therefore difticult to manage, but also rich and

diverse and have been critical to the survival of l-Kiribati on their atoll

environments. Evidence suggests that much of Kiribati's pelagic resources

are under-utilised and the Kiribatigoyernment is keen to ensure maximum

benefits from these resources.
At the same time, there is some disturbing evidence of damage to the

inshore habitaa of the living resources (reeft, lagoons, mantroves etc.) due

to overuse and abuse (waste pollution, bacterial contamination etc.). There
is also evidence of overfishing on some stocks, particularly in the lagoons

of overcrowded South Tarawa-The number and size of some species are

declining, with some evidence of local extinction of some species of giant

clams, coconut crabs, sea turdes and sea birds. Efforts are currently being

made to determine the exact status of some of the inshore resources (for
example,the Tarawa Lagoon Management Plan funded by USAID).The
results of such efforts should be incorporated in strategies to manage

marine resources sustainably.

For the immediate future, however, there is a need to embark on a
public education programme focusing on the importance of marine life, the
implications of human actions, and the sorts of attitudes and behaviour

that would ensure less misuse or abuse of such a resource base.

To raise public awareness regarding the importance of reefs and marine
living resources, and the need for conservation and effective management.

The programme will provide resources with which to run training
workshops for community leaders from throughout Kiribati. The
workshops will include coverage of the nature of coral reefs and marine

living resources in Kiribati; their role in the ecosystems and l-Kiribati
livelihood; the pressures they are undeq particularly those due to
human/government actions; the damage being done and implications for
l-Kiribati;the need to change attitudes and behaviour; and other strategies

for proper management of such a resource base. The resource materials,
including personnel, will be provided by the Ministry of Environment and

Natural Resources Development (MENRD) in consultation with the Atoll
Research Programme.

Travel and accommodation for participants

Transport

Equipment

Hospitality

Resource materials

10,800

1,000

I,500

1,000

2,700

$us 17,000Total costs
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ln;kindsqFDort

The Ministr"y of Envirtinmernand Natur.al Resourtee Denelopmetn
(MENRD) and the Ministry of Home Affairs and Rural Dwelopment
(MHARD) in closo collab.oration widtthe Atoll Research Prognrnme
([f'1p; Univcniry sf the Sorrth Facifia

The AtoU Reseerch Prograrnnre wilt provide a programtn€ coord0na6r, use

of facilities,and secretarid support MENRD will provide some nesouttre
pe6ple and lo,$stics, support.

lweek

I
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? Progromme profite 4. l. I

Pilot study in olternative sonitotion technology

Boelqround

Aim ond scope

Description

Cost estimotes

Executing ogency

ln-kind suport

Duration

A major concern in Kiribati is sewage disposal. Given the problems of
maintaining a central sewerage system in widely dispersed communities
like those in Kiribati, there is a need to investigate alternative, discrete, and

more environmentally-friendly sewerate systems. There is also the
problem of poor soils, which could benefit from the use of processed
waste, if this practice could be accepted culturally. Some of the
bio-toilet/biofilter sew4ge tneatment systems have been successfully

introduced in other countries, and could be trialled in Kiribati for possible

use in areas (rural South Tarawa and all outer islands) ouaide the South

Tarawa salt-water sewerage system.

To improve sewage disposal systems in an environmentally safe way, and

thereby improve human health.

The proposed programme would fund the preparation of a detailed pilot
study of three types of bio-toilet q/stems:

(a) closed bio-toilets with fertiliser production for individual households;

(b) sealed tank toilets with pumper truck collection, biogas production
and fertiliser production; and

(c) the 'Enviroflow' biofilter s)rstem which can provide waste and waste
water treatment for communities ranging from l0 to 5,000 people.

Systems would be procured and installed on South Tarawa and their
performance evaluated over a two-year period.Training in system
maintenance would be provided, and a public campaign on the health and

other community benefits of the systems promoted.

Preparatory phase (project formulation) 20,000

Total costs $us 20,000

The project proposal will provide detailed cost estimates for system
procuremeng installation, operation and maintenance.

The Ministry of Health, Family Planning and Social Welfare (MHFP&SW) in
cooperation with the Environment Unit and Agriculture Division,l''linistry
of Environment and Natural Resources Development (MENRD) and the
Ministry of Works and Energy (MWD.

MHFP&SW will provide a national counterpart and logistical supporL

2 months
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